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ABSTRACT
Depi ct ing rape or using rape imagery presents certain
challenges to a woman writer.

Among them is the fact that

rape forces the vi cti m to accept the phallus as the chief
referent,

to acknowledge its power to the exclusion of the

au thority of her own voice,

experience,

and desires.

When

bro ac hi ng a subject that so concretely represents the
suppression of women's voices and the contraction of their
words to a response to phallic dominance,
must

a woman writer

find a way to preserve her voice and vision from the

fate of the rape victim.
Welty's approach to depicting rape in The Golden
Apples

is to diffuse the prima cy of the phallic will,

not

by mak in g a polemical attack against phallic dominance but
by e nl arg in g the scope of women's sel f-e xpression even in
the context of rape.

To this end,

she offers rape images

that range from threatening to humorous or even erotic and
thus de mon strates that a female author's response to a
striking example of phallic power need not be limited to an
attitude either of submission or p r o t e s t . Either response
may represent a distraction

from her own artistic ends and

bet ra y a sense of being forced to acknowledge and respond
to phalli c dominance over women's voices.
Instead,

Welty refuses to grant rape status as an

element of the story that requires a special,
response.

She takes traditional

from Graeco -R oma n myths)

conde mna tor y

stbiries of rape

and transforms them,

(drawing

turning them

into tales of the pitfalls and ecstasies of the
imagination,

es pecially

(although not exclusively)

women's

imagination.

She shows numerous and subtle evocations of

and responses

to rape;

p os sib il iti es

for feminine expression even in the situation

which most

her mu l ti fa ce te d approach opening up

limits women's ability to speak as subjects.

iv

A Certain Threatening Picture:
Images of Rape in Eudora Welty's The Golden Apples

When asked about the place of political concerns
fiction,

in

Eudora Welty insists that the two belong to

separate realms.

Welty treats the question at length in her

essay "Must the Novelist Crusade?" but provides a concise
statement of her position in an interview with folklorist
Bill Ferris.

To him,

she says,

I don't believe that a work

of art in itself has any

cause to be political unless it would have been
o t h e r w i s e . ...
story,

I think a work of art,

a po em or a

is pr operly something that reflects what life

is exactly at that time.

That is,

Not to be a mirror image,

to try to reveal it.

but to be something that

goes beneath the surface of the outside and tries to
reveal the way it really is,

good and bad. Which in

itself is m o r a l . 1
Welty argues that attempting to express truth in art is
more revolutionary,

more effective and more enduring than

creating pu rpo se fu ll y propagandist work.
questions about the place of politics

And although

in fiction have

generally been pos ed to Welty inthe context of
strife in the South,

the question —

racial

and Welty's response

—

can be ap propriately considered in the context of feminist
inquiry,

especially in light of artistic representations of

1 Bill Ferris,

"A Visit with Eudora Welty:

Summer 1975 and 1976,"

Co nversations with Eudora W e l t y , ed. Peggy Whitman Pren sh aw
York: W as hi ng ton Square Press-Pocket Books,

2

1984)

184.

(New

3

rape .
In fact,

W e l t y 's treatment of gender

of her stated apolitical stance,

issues,

in spite

have led scholars to ask

very political questions about the relationship between
women and art as it appears
poses several such questions
Dangling Signifier:

Phallic

in her work.

Patricia S. Yaeger

in her essay "The Case of the
Imagery in Eudora Welty's

'Moon

L a k e '":
How should we read phallic imagery when it is
incorporated within women's texts?
as Lacan suggests,

If the phallus

is,

the central signifier of

patriarc ha l culture,

is the woman writer who gives

phallic imagery a prominent place in her fictions
reinstating our culture's patriarchal orientations?^
Yaeger's questions become more urgent when the imagery the
woman author uses does not simply suggest the
ma rg ina li zat ion of women in patriarchal culture but
it enacte d through rape.

By merely representing rape is the

woman author fixing it more
what

shows

firmly into the culture? And

if the rape imagery the woman author offers

bag of the tragic and the comic,

is a mixed

as it is in Welty's The

Golden A p p l e s ?
Feminist

scholars such as Lynn A. Higgins and Brenda

2 Patricia S. Yaeger,

"The Case of the D angling Signifier:

Imagery in Eudora Welty's
28

(1982):

431.

Phallic

'Moon Lake,"' Twentieth Ce ntury Literature

4

R.

Silver,

coeditors of Rape and R e p r e s e n t a t i o n , suggest

that the woman reader,

scholar,

and author have a moral

obligation to discover the experience of the vi c t i m of rape
in art and literature.
The

They write:

.. .recognition that the term represent at ion cuts

across boundaries of juridical,

diplomatic,

political,

and literary discourses sustains the as sumption
underlying this book

fRape and R e p r e s e n t a t i o n ! : that

the politics and aesthetics of rape are one.
The urgenc y of this project derives

from the

fact that rape and the threat of rape are a major'
force in the subjugation of w o m e n . . . .Feminist modes of
"reading"

rape and its cultural inscriptions help

identify and de mystify the multiple manifestations,
displacements,

and transformations of what amounts to

an insidious cultural myth.

In the process,

they show

how feminist critique can challenge the
representations that continue to hurt women both in
the courts and on the s tre et s.3
Their call to "challenge the representations" that lead to
viole nce

in the real wor ld extends to the woman writer:

her essay
Klindie nst
scapegoat

"The Voice of the Shuttle
Joplin writes,

3 Lynn A. Higgins and Brenda R.
(New York:

is Ours," Patri cia

"If women have served as a

for male violence,

and R e p r es en ta ti on

in

if the silenced woman artist
Silver,

e d s ., introduction,

Columbia U n i v e rs it y Press,

Rape

1991)

1-2.

5

serves as a sacrificial offering to the male artistic
imagination...,

the woman writer and the feminist critic

seek to remember the embodied,

resisting w o m a n . " 4

Depict in g rape or using rape imagery presents certain
challenges to a woman writer.
rape

Among them is the

fact that

forces the victim to accept the phallus as the chief

referent,

to acknowledge its power to the exclusion of the

autho ri ty of her own voice,

experience,

and desires.

As

Laura E . Tanner writes in her book Intimate V i o l e n c e , "the
rape victim's body becomes a text on which
will

is inscribed,

[the violator's]

a form that bears the mark of his

su bj ect iv ity even as she cannot divorce it from her
o w n . " 5 Rape contradicts and for all practical purposes
nullifies the woman's experience of her own body,

draining

her perspe cti ve of any me an ing u nc onn ec ted with phall ic
power.

When bro ach in g a subject that

so concretely

represents the suppression of women's voices and the
con tr act io n of their words to a response to phall ic
dominance,

a woman writer must

find a way to pres erv e her

own voice and vision from the fate of the rape victim.
Welty's approach to de picting rape in The Golden
4 Pa tr ici a Klindienst Joplin,

"The Voice of the Shuttle is O u r s , "

Rape and R e p r e s e n t a t i o n . 55.
5 Laura E. Tanner,

Intimate Violence:

T w e n t i e t h - C e n t u r y Fiction
1994)

115,

Reading Rape and Torture in

(Bloomington:

author's emphasis.

Indiana U n i v e r s i t y Press,

6

Apples

is to diffuse the pr im ac y of the phallic will,

not

by m ak in g a polemical attack against phallic dominance but
by finding ways to enlarge the scope of women's
expr es sio n even in the context of rape.

self-

To this end,

she

offers images of rape that range from th re ate ni ng to
humorous or even erotic and thus demonstrates that a female
author's response to a striking example of phalli c power
need not be limited by that power to an attitude either of
submission or p r o t e s t . Either response may represent a
d i st ra cti on from her own ar tistic ends and bet ra y a sense
of b ei ng forced to acknowledge and respond to phalli c
dom inance over women's v o i c e s . 6 Instead,
grant

Welty refuses to

rape status as an element of the story that requires

a special,

con de mnatory response from the author.

numerous and subtle evocations

She shows

of and responses to rape,

her mu lt if ac e te d approach openi ng up possi bil iti es
female expression even in the situation that most

for
limits

women's ability to speak as subjects.
In her multiple approach and refusal to grant
status to rape images or phall ic images,

special

Welty's affinity

with feminist theorist Helene Cixous appears.

In her essay

"The Laugh of the M e d u s a , " Cixous posits that feminine
creativ it y is expansive by nature since it does not take
6 V irg in ia Woolf,

A R oom of O n e 1s Own

Harvest/HBJ-Harcourt,

(1929; New York:

1989). Woolf argues that

succu mb in g to this

k i n d of distr ac ti on is a seriously da ma gin g flaw in women's art
74) .

(73-

7

the phallus as its principal s ig ni fi er .7 Cixous writes,
[ w o m a n ’s] writing can only keep g o i n g ... daring to make
these vertiginous crossings of the other(s)
and passiona te sojourns
inhabits

in him,

her,

them,

ephemeral
whom she

long enough to look at from the point closest

to their unconscious from the moment they waken,
love them at the point closest to their drives;
then further,
these brief,
passes

to
and

impregnated through and through with
id entificatory embraces,

she goes and

into infinity.®

Even when treati ng the subject of rape,
kind of approach,

Wel ty takes this

using an inclusive language that spirals

out wa rd rather than na rrowing to a single referent or
linear plot trajectory.

For example,

in "Sir Rabbit," when

Ma ttie Will is raped by King MacLain's twin sons,

instead

of fo cusing on their violation of her and their phallic
power,

the third- per son narrator launches

Ma ttie Will's

into a stream of

sensations and recollections,

which are

p ro mp t e d and perhaps heig hte ne d by but not exclus ive ly
7 He lene Cixous,
Paula Cohen,

"The Laugh of the Medusa," trans.

The Signs Reader:

Women Gender & S c h o l a r s h i p , ed.

Eli sa be th Abel and Em ily K. Abel
Press,

1983).

writing,

(Chicago:

U ni v e r s i t y of Chicago

"It is impossible to define a feminine p ractice of

and this

is an i mpo ss ibility that will remain,

pr ac ti ce can never be theorized,
that it doesn't exist.

enclosed,

for this

c oded — which doesn't mean

But it will always surpass the disco ur se that

regulates the p h a llo ce nt ri c system"
®Cixous 293.

Keith Cohen and

(287,

C i x o u s 's e m p h a s i s ) .

8

connected to the r a p e . 9 Welty's true subject

in the scene

is not the ravishment of her heroine or the dem on stration
of male power but the flurry of thought and feeling that an
ext ra ord in ary situation precipitates.

In this scene,

author moves bey on d the obvious phallic referent
rape scene to record the victim's unexpected,
experience.

the

in the

individual

Welty offers a melange of sensation and

association that does not trap Mattie Will and force her to
grant center stage to the phallic invasion pr es se d on her
by the twins but elucidates her character,

emp has iz ing her

uniqueness.
However,

Wel ty does not ignore the fact that rape is a

powerful deterrent to women's

free use of their voices;

there is often a discrepancy between Welty's own artistic
treatment of rape and the experience of her characters
within the stories,

most of whom

suffer from the

narr ow ing frame of reference and the silence that rape
imposes.

More often than not,

the characters in The Golden

Apples do not experience rape directly.
allows rape to seep into the stories
or mythological,

poetic allusion.

awareness of sexual violence
9 Eudora Welty,

Instead,

in the form of gossip

She demonstrates how

informs the society of

The C o l le cte d Stories of Eudora We lty

H a r v e s t / H B J - H a r c o u r t , 1980)

332.

Welty

(New York:

The page numbers listed throughout

the text refer to this collection.

9

Morgana,

Mississippi,

the fictional

most of the stories are set;

small town

in which

the characters and social

relationships are shaped by the mere fact that rape is
possible and that it is represented in the culture of the
town in a number of ways.

One effect of the tacit awareness

of sexual violence is an atmosphere of a nt ag on i sm and
mutual resentment between the s e x e s .

Another

is the

suppression of the imaginations and voices of the girls as
they face a form of wo man ho od that

is cha ra cte ri zed by

vulnerability.
Much of the tension in the stories of The Golden
A p p 1es comes from the discre pa ncy between the a u t h o r ’s view
— Welty's u nde rs tan din g that women's voices need not be
curta il ed by phallic power or limited to an acknowledgment
of it — and the characters'

perspectives;

springs from the sense of alternatives
realizations not quite grasped.
with Welty,

The reader can see,

along

Katie Ra iney and Mattie Will Sojourner

confine their lively,
about King MacLain;
10 p ri ce Caldwell,

humorous

imaginations to speculation

Cassie Morrison and Nina Carmichael

"Sexual Politics

in Welty's

'Petrified M a n , '" Studies in Am eri ca n Fiction

into weak,

just missed,

the possibili ti es that the characters only

dimly apprehend:

argues that

the poign anc e

'Moon Lake'
18

and

(1990). C aldwell

"Moon Lake" chronicles the intiation of the girls not
d i s p o s s e s s e d womanhood,

an ta go ni sti c

as Yaeger claims,

but into an

re lationship with men in which women are g uilty of

e x p l o i t i n g the opposite sex

(172-173).

10

fail to move into the world of power and creative
ima gination that they glimpse;
Randall and Eugene,

and the MacLain twins,

cannot take the risk of relinq ui shi ng

ma sc uli ne dominance and thereby cut themselves off from
life-gi vi ng connections with other people.
Such characters tend to suffer from what Wel ty terms
"a hor ror in life,

that was at once the horror in

love...the separateness"

(460) . The separateness comes down

to a failure to articulate in words or action the most
secret and urgent
for example,

longings of the h e a r t . Eugene MacLain,

is "lost" because of his

"lifelong trouble,

he

had never been able to express himself at all when it came
to the very moment"

(421).

This kind of genuine

commun ic ati on is prev ent ed by many factors,

but the

greatest of them is fear — fear of being vulnerable,
of be in g outcast
unspeakable.
a catalyst

for saying what has always been

In The Golden A p p l e s . Welty shows that

for these fears,

vulnerability,

fear

ostracism,

rape

is

intensifying the threat of

and s i l e n c e .

Most of the characters

in The Golden Apples are

limited or even p ar aly ze d by the representations of rape
that perm eat e their society,
symbolizes culture,

action,

in which the phallus
and authority.

The allusions to

rape that We lty provides throughout The Golden Apples are
drawn mos t ly from classical my tho lo gy and poetry,

11

p a r ti cu la r ly Yeats's

"Leda and the Swan,"

variation on classical themes.

itself a

Her allusions to classical

treatments of rape fall into two basic categories,
will call the

"auspicious" and the

which I

" di s a s t r o u s , " literally

"ill-starred." These are the categories that Welty's
characters

find themselves

representations.

faced with in their cultural

Welty's own representations of rape in the

experiences of her characters defy these categories,
sometimes

combining them,

reversing them or aban do nin g them

entirely.
The auspicious

rape is typified in the ex perience of

such figures as Danae,

Io, Europa,

and Leda,

are sexually ove rwh e lm ed by Zeus/Jove,

all of whom

the king of the

Olympian gods and the arbiter of justice and order.

Rapes

of the auspicious type can be interpreted as metaphors
the influence of a divine will on earth,
justice and order fulfills his desire,
desire,

and thus

for

as the god of

coded as sexual

shapes the course of human events.

It is

no coincidence that a mortal woman's sexual enc ounter with
Zeus usual ly results

in the birth of a child who has a

heroic destiny to fulfill,
ci vil ization in some way:

and who furthers the cause of
Perseus,

Heracles,

and Helen are

examples of such children. i :l
H

Herodotus,

Burn

The H i s t o r i e s , trans.

(1954; Middlesex:

Penguin,

Au br ey de Selincourt,

1985).

rev. A. R.

The ancient h is tor ia n

Herodotus opens The Histories with the rapes of Io and Europa
43).

He does not attribute the rapes to Zeus but to various

(41-

12

The second kind of rape in classical myth is the
"disastrous" rape,

which is not sa nctioned or e x ec ut ed by

the king of the gods,
civilization,

heroism,

and which breeds chaos rather than
and order.

Such rapes ma y jeopardize

po li tic al alliances and transgress

incest taboos,

rape of P hi lom el a d o e s . 12 Anoth er disastrous
of Medusa,

as the

rape is that

who is of great symbolic importance

in The

Golden A p p l e s .
Most people,

including W e l t y ’s characters,

are

familiar with the image of a triumphant Perseus b ra ndi sh ing
the severed head of the slain Gorgon Medusa:

in this

image,

the mo ns ter who turns men to stone has been conquered,

and

the hero can use her power to help him claim his
b i r t h r i g h t . What does not appear in the image of the
va unt ing Perseus,

but

is nevertheless the necessary

P h o e ni ci an s and G r e e k s . These rapes are the impetus for the events
Herodotus chronicles,

suggesting that later poets m y t h o l o g i z e d actual

rapes that h ad had po litical impact.
to be m uc h older,
with Zeus
12

The story of Danae,

which seems

retains the supernatural aspect of an encou nt er

(406) .

can re cover w h a t . . .fifth-century Athens

feared b y vie wi ng

b a r b a r i a n inv asion/rape as an u n w i l l i n g recognition that fictions of
di f f er en ce are arbitrary,

yet a bs ol ut ely necessary.

The effects of

invasion we can see symbo li ze d in Philomela's suffering once she is
raped.

The t ra ns gre ss io n of all bonds,

be l i e v e d rules initiates a radical
co nf us io n of roles....

oaths,

and un s t a t e d but firmly

loss of identity,

a terri bl e

Philomela ex periences rape as a fo rm of

co ntagious po ll ut ion because it is both adultery and incest,
cardinal trans gre ss io ns of the rule of exogamy.
collap se altogether,

chaos wou ld ensue"

the two

Should the rule

(Joplin 46).

13

condition

for it,

is the story of how Medusa became a

m o ns te r in the first place.

In Ovid's M e t a m o r p h o s e s .

Perseus narrates the tale:
Medusa was once renowned for her loveliness,
ro used jealous hopes
all the beauties

in the hearts of many suitors.

she possessed,

than her lovely h a i r . ... But,
the

and
Of

none was more striking

so they say,

the

lord of

sea robbed her of her virginity in the temple of

Minerva.
modest

Jove's daughter turned her back,

face beh in d her aegis:

for her deed,

hi ding her

and to pu nish the Gorgon

she changed her hair into r ev ol tin g

s n a k e s .13
Medusa,

the rape victim,

by Min er va or Athene,

is p uni she d for her v ic ti miz at ion

who,

as Joplin has p oi nt ed out,

e nti rel y ma sculine creation,
organic,

intellectual

is an

rather than

born from Jove's f or e h e a d . 14 Medusa has the power

to turn men to stone mer el y by looking at them,

suggesting

that when the rape victim becomes a subject capable of
tur n in g a critical eye on pa triarchal culture,
13 Ovid,
1955)

M e t a m o r p h o s e s . trans.

M ar y M.

Innes

she has the

(Middlesex:

Penguin,

115.

14 "But who is Athene?
fr o m her father's head,
d a u g h t e r whose aegis

She is no real female but sprang,
an en f l e s h e d fantasy.

She is the virgin

is the he ad of that other woman victim,

At he n e is like the m urderous angel

in Virginia Woolf's house,

fa nt as y of what a woman ought to be,
write r's voice"

motherless,

(Joplin 51).

Medusa.
a male

who strangles the real woman

14

pow er to disrupt that culture.
once raped,

Joplin writes:

Philomela stands radically outside all

bou nda rie s .... There she may see just how arb itr ar y
cultural boundaries truly are;

she may see what

fictions pre pa re d the way for her s u f f e r i n g . ... This
is pr ec is el y the paradoxical nature of domination:
a u tho ri ty founded upon the suppression of knowledge
and free speech relegates both the silenced people and
the unsayable things to the interstices of culture.

It

is only a matter of time before all that has been
driven from the center to the margins takes on a force
of its own.

Then the center is t hr eat en ed with

c o l l a p s e .15
Medusa,

the raped virgin who is re ndered monstrous by the

inv ul nerable virgin Athene,
and their culture.

gains the power to destr oy men

Ironically,

Medusa's status as a v i ct im

who has been driven out and demo niz ed is the source of that
power,

and Athena must help Perseus kill Medusa to enforce

c o mp le tel y the victim's
Curiously,

silence and powerlessness.

the language Joplin uses to describe the threat

of the outcast to pa triarchal
p a r al yz in g power:

structure suggests Medusa's

"the p os sib il ity of antistructure

nev er d es tr oye d by structure;

is

it is only contained or

co n tr ol le d until structure becomes deadened or extreme in
Jo pl in 47.

15

its hie ra rch ic al

r i g i d i t y . . . . Then ant is tructure

. . . may

e r u p t .”16
One means through which the inflexible structure
attempts to deny the antistructure
anal yz ing the end of Philomela's
Pa t ria rch al culture feels,

is by vil lif yin g it.

In

s to ry ,17 Joplin writes,
as Tereus does,, that

it is

aske d to incorporate something monstrous when the
woman returns from exile to tell her own story.
But the myth seeks to blame the women for the
inability of the culture to allow the raped,
mutiliated,

but newly resisting woman to return:

sisters must become

the

f o r c e - f e e d e r s ; they must turn out

to be b l o o d t h i r s t y . 18
In a similar manner,

the danger Medusa poses

is cast as a

worse t ra ns gr ess ion than rape — she is remembe red in
p o pu la r culture not for be ing a cruelly p er se c u t e d rape
v i ct im but

for her ugliness and deadliness.

For the crime

of havin g her disruptive power thrust upon her in the
after ma th of her sexual violation,

she is pun i sh ed with

death and d i s m e m b e r m e n t : her head,

the locus of mem or y and

speech,

is severed from her body and its experience.

18 Jo plin 49, m y emphasis.
17 O v i d recounts a hideous scene in which Ph ilomela and her sister
Procne kill

Itys,

Procne's son by Tereus,

When Tereus

learns what the women have done,

three are t r a n s f o r m e d into birds
18 Joplin 49.

and feed him to his father.
he pursues them,

(Ovid 151-152).

and all

16

Perseus,

the mortal son of the pat riarchal god,

the god's virginal brainchild,
the rape victim for good.
auspicious

combine

Thus,

rape are reasserted,

and Athene,

forces to silence

the values of the
and order,

including the

hie rar chi ca l arrangement of god over man and man over
woman,

is reestablished.

representatives

The slaying of Medusa by the

of Zeus stands in for an auspicious rape,

an act of sexual violence that will set ev ery th in g
In this manner,
first,

"right."

the rape vi cti m becomes a v ic ti m twice:

there is the rape itself,

integrity of her voice;

which threatens the

then the refusal on the part of

society to acknowledge whatever she may salvage of her
voice to speak of her experience,
silencing,

and this second

in the example of Medusa,

is tantamou nt to

death.
Al tho ugh Welty provides her readers with images of
rape that sometimes make use of but ul tim at ely tr an s ce nd
these two categories,
characters.

she is not so generous to her

They are more or less confined to these two

classes of rape,

the auspicious and the disastrous,

cultural re presentations available to them.
the characters

in the

As a result,

find themselves at odds with one another and

with themselves.

On the one hand,

images of auspicio us

rape

suggest to women that their deference to pha ll i c pow er is
des irable and even n ec ess ar y to preserve

social order,

and
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that

it carries with it the erotic reward of bei ng the

t e mpo ra ry consort of a sky-god figure

(King MacLain,

in

M o r g a n a 1s own pantheon) . But their instincts tell t h e m that
such deference will cost them their voices and individual
desires,

and that if they are raped,

and vulnerable to further violation,
psychological.
the

Fr om this dilemma,

limitations

illustrates

they will be outcasts
whether ph ysical or

frustration arises with

imposed on them as women,

and Welt y

it in Miss Lizzie Stark's a n t ag on is m to ward

men;

Katie Rainey's grudging fascination with King MacLain;

Mrs.

Morrison's bitter dismissal of her musical ability and

her eventual suicide.

We also see such girls as Cassie and

Nina withd ra w from the confusion of their own desires and
the dangers that their desires seem to pose.
hand,

the men,

On the other

p a rt ic ul ar ly the MacLain twins,

are

incap aci tat ed by an image of awesome male power that they
are supposed to possess but

sense they do n o t . Their

pe rce pt io n of being insufficient,
them blame women

or even effeminate,

for ha ving somehow castrated them,

makes

as Ran

and Eugene blame their w i v e s . 19 It may also make them
behave vi olently to wa rd women in an effort to assert the
p ha ll ic dominance they feel they lack,
19 P eter Schmidt,

The Heart

Fi ction

U niv e r s i t y Press of Mississippi,

(Jackson:

of the Story:

as Ran does when he

Eudora Welty's Short
1991).Schmidt

offers a Fr eu dia n reading of Ran and Eugene's characters,
inv es ti g a t i n g the b ar e l y repre ss ed anger the twins feel t ow ar d women
in g eneral and m at er n a l figures specifically

(64-66) .
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rapes Maideen Sumrall.
Virgie Rainey,

Welty supplies an alternative

who moves

in

outward into a wo rld of

imaginative free-play in

which the phallus

figures but does

not have Lacanian status

as the alpha and omega of

signifiers, .and in which

the victim's voice

is as powerful

as the v i o l a t o r ’s.
The incentive the characters have not to follow their
iconoclastic creative
Mississippi.
lovingly,

impulses

is p ro vi d e d by Morgana,

Wel ty depicts the town humorously,

even

but shows the power it has to constrain the

imagination.

Morgan a wields the threat of ost ra c i sm to

deter those who would look for ways of relating to others
outside of its divisive,

hierarchical structure.

Do naldson has p oin ted out in her article
Otherness

Susan V.

"Recovering

in The Golden A p p l e s ." that the stories that get

told in Morgana are

"tales told to est ablish central

aut hor ity and the perimeters of c om mu n i t y . " 2^ The stories
of auspicious rape that preserve social and gender
hi erarchies are part of high culture in the form of
literature and art,

and also of M o r g a n a 's gossip culture,

in which the exploits of King MacLain,
Zeus,

loom large.

the local version of

Stories of disastrous rape also get told,

as cautionary tales that

scapegoat the v ic ti m — it is in

2 ^ Susan V. Donaldson,

"Recovering Otherness in The Go lden A p p l e s ,"

Am er ic an Literature

(1991):

63

490.
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this manner that Cassie hears about Miss E c k h a r t 's rape
(301-302) .
The stories that do not get told in Morgan a are the
stories of the victims.

To allow the v i c t i m to speak is to

risk unleash ing the power of Medusa.
Morgana,

For the women of

to listen to the vic ti m is to risk seeing that

nothi ng truly separates them from the v ic t im and that their
deference to phallic power has not empo wer ed or pr ote ct ed
them but only silenced them.
expulsion

To listen is also to risk

from the community themselves;

connection with Miss Eckhart

Virgie Rainey's

endangers her pos it i on in

Morga na and m at eri al ly damages her prospects
Miss E c k h a r t 's ma dde ni ng loneliness shows,
from the com munity is a harsh prospect
tight-knit Morgana,

(306). And as

be in g shut out

in the isolated,

which makes the security of b el ong in g

p o we r f u l l y persua siv e

in The Golden A p p l e s . Not only can

the community destroy outsiders,

but

it can also provide

the illusion that feminine complicity in pat ria rch al
culture is produc tiv e and rewarded.

Many of Welty's

characters are willing to sacrifice their imaginative
visions and the scapeg oat ed victim for the comforts of
belo n gi ng to M o r g a n a 's congenial,
The first

reassuring society.

story in The Golden A p p l e s . "Shower of

G o l d , " is the only story of the seven that has an entirely
pub li c face since it is ostensibly spoken aloud to a
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listener,
Morgana,

and as such it confirms the values at work in
including those dic tating which stories are

acceptable and which are not.
wand eri ng are allowed;

Stories of King's M a c L a i n ’s

an admission that a woman might want

to wander as freely is not.

Stories of King M a c L a i n 's

sexual misbehavior,

the closest the town can come to tales

of auspicious rape,

are allowed;

victims,
event,

the stories of his

which might challenge the auspicio us nes s of the

are not.

Welty provides glimpses of the

and curiosity that the narrator,

Katie Rainey,

or channels into an acceptable outlet,
adventures of King MacLain,

imagination
suppresses

namely the

a man from Morgan a who spends

most of his time far from the town.
The story takes the form of a monologue del i ve re d to a
passerby,

and because the story is entirely spoken aloud,

there is,

paradoxically,

a great deal that gets

left unsaid

— that which has been rendered unspeakable in M o r g a n a 's
culture:

women's desire to act freely in the world.

cuts herself short when she broaches this topic,
in the following passage:
California.

But I picture him there.

out where it's gold and all that.

Eve ry bo dy to their own visioning"
un cha ra c te ri st ic things
garrulous narrator,

as we see

"I believe ... [ K in g's ] been to

Don't ask me why.

see King in the West,

Katie

(268).

Katie does two

in this short quotation.

who loves

The

including details and

I
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digressi on s

in her tale,

first refuses to attempt to

explai n her conviction that King has been to California,
saying "Don't ask me why." She begins to explain anyway,
reve al ing a glimpse of her own vision of the po ssi bi lit ie s
Ca li for nia

represents — "out where

it's gold" — but she

cuts he rse lf off d i s m i s s i v e l y , with the curt
t h a t ." Her remark

"Everybody to their own visioning"

bot h defensive and belittling;
list en er/ re ade r

"and all
sounds

it deflects the

from ma ki n g any further inquiry into

Katie's dreams of the West and sim ultaneously und ercuts the
importance of such dreams,
insignificant.

Katie's

dism is sin g th e m as

fantasies of freedom,

b e y o n d the confines of Morgana,
of co nve rsa ti on

in Morgana,

of a wo rld

are not an acceptable topic

and although she wants to

ar t icu lat e them she does not.
Instead,

she tells a story about King and Snowdie

Ma cL ain 's marriage.

But her principal

story is pe pp e re d

with other stories that are briefl y alluded to but do not
get told.
briefly:

And here a second forbidden story emerges
the story of the rape victim.

In Morgana,

v i c t i m is situated well outside the community,

the rape

and the

story that gets told in "Shower of Gold" works to keep her
there.

Katie Rainey hints at King MacLain's

m i s b e h a v i o r without using the word
word appears nowhere

"rape."

sexual
(In fact,

the

in The Golden A p p l e s .) "Willful and
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outrageous,

to some s e v e r a l ” (263),

refers to his children,
so say several,
l i k e ” (264).

she says,

and she also

"growing up in the Co unt y Orphans',

and children known and unknown,

scattered-

Katie doesn't pause to consider either the

women or the children she has obliquely brought up,
invokes King's victims not
callously.

and she

just offhan ded ly but even

Her reference to the un ex pec ted and unwan ted

pre gna nci es that

result whenever King breezes

de li ver ed in sly innuendo:

into town is

"But I bet my little Jersey calf

King ta rr ied long enough to get him a child somewhere"
(274). Not only does Katie insensitively offer to make a
wager on the likelihood of someone being raped,

but she

com ple tel y erases the vi ct im from her sentence;

King

doesn't even
unwilling,

"get him a child" on someone r willin g or

but rather

" s o me w he re ," a word that

leaves out

e nti rel y the idea of an individual w o m a n 's involvement.
ha vi ng Katie phrase the idea in this pa rti cu l ar way,
the word "somewhere"
should be,

By

with

standing ina pp ropriately where a woman

Welty reminds the reader how on e- s id ed Katie's

account has been and how King's nameless,

voiceless victims

have been left o u t .
Why does Katie exclude King's victims? Her gossip
shows that
Morgana,

instead of inspiring sympathy in the women of

the rape vic ti m is rejected and left out of their

stories — all of Katie's

sympathy goes to King's

long-
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su ffering wife,
women's

S n o w d i e . Joplin provides a reason for the

rejection of the victim:

"If marriage uses the

woman's bod y as good mon ey and unequivocal speech

[in the

pat ria rc ha l economy of the exchange of w o m e n ] , rape
transforms her into a counterfeit coin,

a c on tr ad ict ory

wor d that threatens the whole sy st em. "21 If Katie spares
sympathy for King's nameless victims,
par with King's wife,
in the privileged,

she puts them on a

and the distinction b etw ee n the woman

o st ens ib ly pr ote ct ed posit io n of

legitimacy and the woman in the position of v i c ti m/ ou tl aw
begin s to fall apart.

If that happens,

Katie has no choice

but to acknowledge that nothi ng separates her from the rape
v i c t i m — that

she herself,

as vuln er abl e to rape,
place

because

she is a woman,

and co nse quently her secure,

in the social structure is an illusion.

is

just

valued

Katie keeps

the rape vi ct im in the shadows of her story to est ablish
her own validity,

placin g as much distance betwe en herself

and the victims as she can.
r em emb eri ng the

"embodied,

Joplin states that only by
resisting woman"

can women

"resist our status as pr i vi le ge d v i c t i m . . . [and]

interrupt

the structure of reciprocal v i o l e n c e , " but Katie is afrai d
to take this ste p. 22 In the social structure as
Katie can at least

"churn and talk"

(263);

it is,

she fears that

if she unmakes the dis tin ct ion between King's victims and
21 J oplin 46-47.
22 Joplin 55.
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herself,

she will become

just as speechless as they.

Rather

than allow that to happen,

she embraces what little power

she has in Morgana,

ironically,

which,

to re-entrench continually,

is mostly the power

through her speech,

the

patriarchal values that have so limited her power in the
first place.
Welty's treatment of rape in "June Recital"
to her approach in "Shower of Gold"

is similar

in that she provides

the information in the voice of the town gossips.
difference is that,
aloud themselves,

The

rather than having the gossips speak it

their words come to the reader through

the filter of Cassie Morrison's thoughts,

and her moral

ambivalence and artistic longing color her perception of
what s h e 's been told about r a p e .
In "June R e c i t a l , " the third-person perspective allows
Welty to show the workings of her characters 1 minds more
explicitly than Katie's first-person narrative,

in which

the town's values determine what Katie will say as much as
Katie herself.

A third-person narrator can reveal even

those thoughts and feelings that the characters themselves
might not be fully aware of or willing to admit to. Here,
Welty provides an intuitive external voice that not only
can switch back and forth between two very different points
of view

(Loch's and Cassie's),

but can a l s o ’make clear what

Cassie would not want to be public knowledge:

that she is
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caught p ai nfu ll y by her empathy for the victim,
Eckhart,

Miss

her desire to follow the courageous ar tistic

example of the victim,

and the impulse to keep herself

safely within M o r g a n a 1s community by di stancing herself
from the victim.

C a s s i e ’s con flicting desires surface

during a scene in which Miss Eckhart,
teacher,
We lt y

performs

M o r g a n a 's piano

for three of her students.

In this

juxtaposes the power of Miss E c k h a r t 's art,

apparent

indifference to having been raped,

at the hands of the townspeople,

scene,

her

and her defeat

showing what the stakes

are for the young woman who is tempted to follow in Miss
E c k h a r t 's footsteps.
Welty describes Cassie recollection of Miss Eckhart's
rape in a way that suggests that Cassie de lib er a te ly calls
the rape to mind to counter the effect that Miss E c k h a r t 1s
music has on her.
thunderstorm,

The scene takes place during a mo rni ng

when Miss Eckhart

sits down to play for the

students who are trappe d with her by the rain.
"long and stirring"
Eckhart

(300),

is transformed:

and as she plays

The music is

it,

"The face could have be lo n g e d to

someone else — not even to a woman necessarily.
face a mo untain could have,

(300-301).

It was the

or what might be seen be hin d

the veil of a w a t e r f a l l . ...it was a sightless
music only"

Miss

face,

one for

Miss E c k h a r t 's per fo rma nce proves to

Cassie that the other is wild and singular.

"[SJomething
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had burst out," Cassie thinks,
the wrong person's

life.

"unwanted,

exciting,

from

This was some br ill ia nt thing too

splend id for Miss Eckhart"

(301). Miss E c k h a r t 's music sets

the girls to "wondering — think ing — perhaps about escape"
(301).

The escape the girls contemplate is not

E c k h a r t 1s studio but

from Miss

from the constrictive gender roles of

Mor g an a that are closing in on them as they appr oac h
womanhood.

These gender roles will t ra ns fo rm th e m from

en er get ic girls who go barefoot

in the summer

(311)

learn about music and the risks taken by artists.

and

Instead,

the girls will be expec ted to become women whose creativity
will be spent on elaborate pastries
Cassie's mo the r — who claims that
(293,

Welty's emphasis)

(328)

and who may,

like

she "could have s u n g "

— regret leaving the wor l d of art.

Cassie tries to reject the insight Miss Eckhart offers
thr o ug h her music — that the world contains
ear could bear to hear or the eye to see"
Miss Eckhart's revelation,

Cassie

"more than the

(301) . Denying

"stood b a c k . . .with her

whole body avert ed as if to ward off blows

from Miss

E c k h a r t 's strong left h a n d . ... She began to think of an
incident that had h ap pen ed to Miss Eckhart
the music she was playing;

that was one way"

to do what? One way to dilute,

(301).

and then to resist,

re vo lut io nar y message of Miss Eckhart,
herself.

instead of about
One way
the

the challenge to

The incident Cassie conjures up is the rape Miss
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Eckhart

survived some years before.

By re calling that Miss

Eckhart was r a p e d , •Cassie changes the woman's value to that
of the

"counterfeit c o i n , " the

"contradictory w o r d , " and

undercuts the power of her influence.
The language Wel ty uses to describe Miss E c k h a r t 's
rape is the language of Morgana,

which ousts Cassie's voice

even within the girl's own head.

Since it's unlik el y that

anyone wo uld speak frankly to a young girl from a good
family a b o u t ’rape at this particul ar time and place in
history,

we can assume that Cassie has p i ec ed the story

together from bits of gossip she has overheard,

much as

Welt y herself garne re d information from tal kin g women when
she was a c h i ld .23 The resulting account of the rape is
all the more ominous
time,

for being vague.

at nine o'clock at night,

Welty writes,

a crazy Negro had jumped

out of the school hedge and got Miss Eckhart,
her down and th re a te ne d to kill her"
details as when and where,
the phrases

had pulle d

(301). We have such

but rape is me re ly implied in

"got Miss Eckhart" and "pulled her down." But

the reactions of the townspeople are very clear.
the usual phrases to indicate mass opinion:
surprised"

and "people said"

23 Eudora Welty,

There are

"people were

(301). Welty supplies the

One Writer's B e g i n n i n g s . The W i l l i a m E. M a s s e y Sr.

Lectures in the Hist ory of Ameri ca n Civilization,
Wa rn er Books,

"One

1984).

15.-

1983

(New York:
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town's

final prono unc em ent about Miss E c k h a r t 's experience

of rape in words

she attributes to Miss Perdita Mayo,

ma ki ng it clear that the thought is comple tel y alien to
Cassie,

enti rel y external:

"Miss E c k h a r t 's differences were

why shame alone had not killed her and kil le d her mother
too;

that differences were reasons"

e m p h a s i s ) . Fro m this statement,

Cassie

lesson about confor mit y in Morgana:
one with protection,

(302,

learns an important

fitting in will provide

not only from such occurre nce s as rape

(since nobod y has included Miss Eckhart
local information,
alone at night)

Welty's

"nobody had told her"

in the circuit of
[301]

not to walk

but from the censure of pu bli c opinion

should such an accident befall one.

"Differences,"

such as

Miss E c k h a r t 's commitment to her artistic talent and her
independence,

should be avoided,

Cassie

learns,

if one

wishes to escape the town's disapproval.
In addition,

the gossip of the town reveals a belief,

in phall ic dominance as the final word.
shocked that' Miss Eckhart,

The people are

as a rape victim,

does not

en ti rel y reorder her life to reflect the fact that
raped;
away

they expect her at least to uproot hersel f and move

(301),

phallus.

as an act of deference to the power of the

However,

Miss Eckhart refuses to ac knowledge her

having been raped as the central,
life,

she was

de fining event of her

one that wou ld require her to t ra ns fo r m herself

in
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response.

Instead,

the teacher continues

"as though she

co ns id er ed one thing not so much more t er rif yi ng than
another"
perhaps,

(301) — an ambiguous expression of courage,
but one that refuses to grant

status.to rape.

And the music Miss Eckhart plays proves

that the rape is not the last word;
and its consequences,
from the town,

special power and

in spite of the attack

including her increased alienati on

the musician can sit down and play until

she

becomes part of the world of art and n a t u r e .
Cassie has tried to undermine Miss Eckhart's va lidity
by re cal li ng the rape that makes her a "counterfeit c o i n , "
but

she has

failed to take into account the ability of the

woman who has lost her trading value in the pat ri a rc hy to
speak c ri tic al ly from outside of that culture.

As Joplin

writes,
This paradox,
equivocal

the raped virgin as redundant or

sign,

is the dark side of Philomela's

positive dis cov er y about

language:

longer function as sign,

she wrests

to s p e a k . . . .For once raped,

later,

once she can no
free her own power

Ph ilomela stands radically

outside all b o u n d a r i e s . 24
Le ar nin g from Miss Eckhart's example that
vulnerability,

deference to phallic power,

sexual
and fear of

Mo r ga n a n opinion do not have to be the cornerstones of her
life,

Cassie has a vision of the world as having an order

24 Joplin 47.
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of its own,

not one imposed by society,

in which te rrible

things as well as beautiful ones come and go in their own
time :
Yet things divined and endured,
hideous things

spectacular moments,

like the black stranger

the hedge at nine o'clock,

jumping out of

all seemed to Cassie to be

by their own nature rising — and so alike — and
cross in g the sky and setting,

the way the planets

d i d . ...
All kinds of things would rise and set in your
own life,

you could begi n now to watch for them,

roll

back your head and feel their rays come down and reach
your open eyes.

(302)

Cassie originally re called the rape to defuse the
me ss ag e of Miss Eckhart and her music,

but the teacher's

tr ans cen de nce of the rape has only proved the music's
p o i n t . The girl sees both the chaos and the order in the
night

sky,

the arbi tra ry assignment of names and stories to

certain stars,

the pre di cta ble motion of random objects.

She brings this celestial vision to earth and sees nature's
chaotic order as applicable to herself — she does not have
to adhere to M o r g a n a 's strictures,
orga niz e her life to reflect

nor does she have to

female vu lne ra b i li ty to rape.

The stories that make recognizable patterns out of
human events are as arbit ra ry as the linking together of
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pa r ti cu la r stars

in a constellation — a different

story

might produce a different arrangement or a different
interpr et ati on of a given arrangement.
independence,

her talent,

Miss E c k h a r t 's

and her survival of rape might

make her a heroine rather than an outcast
co nventions

if the

surrounding her story were different.

Welty

reveals the po ss ib ili ty of al ternative stories to the
reader along with Cassie,

ma kin g it a direct exh ort ati on to

both by co uching it in the second person:

"All kinds of

thi ng wou ld rise and set in your own life,
now to watch for them,

roll back your head and feel their

rays come down and reach your open eyes"
case of rape,

(302).

Even

in the

in which a single discourse and single

ph al li c reference point dominate,
wi tnesses

you could begin

the vic ti m and her

can seek alternative patterns

in un der s ta nd in g

rape that do not exile the vi ct im or deprive the witness of
the

lessons of her experience.
C a s s i e , ' for example,

learns to be ready to see patterns

and connections and recognize that they can be infinitely
re ar ran ge d and reinterpreted.

She sees that not everyth ing

has to come back to a phallic signifier that

indicates her

own silence and invalidates her perceptions.

Miss E c k h a r t 's

n o - n on se ns e reaction to her rape,
of the town has shown her that.

a sharp contrast to that

Rather than limiting

her se lf to the one central signifier of patria rch al
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culture,

the phallus,

Cassie expands her vision

into a

rea l m of po ssi bi lit ie s as countless as the stars,

in which

a woman can be the things Miss Eckhart and Virgie are —
passi on ate wanderers,

un apo logetic rebels,

gi ft ed artists

who can command attention and respect throug h their
con spicuous talent — without

suffering for their

differences.
Unfortunately,
seeing the world.

Cassie gets caught be twe en two ways of

She glimpses the p os si bil iti es

by Miss Eckhart and her music,

set forth

experiences the pull of a

wo r ld of imagination in which the va ried and inward
experi en ces of others are open to her and the phallus
only one symbolic element among many,

but

is

she also sees the

effects of an unjust and un for gi vin g society and fears its
reprisals.

She witnesses the humiliation and o st r a c i s m of

Miss Eckhart and the woman's
destruc tiv e madness
col lusion

final descent

(307-308) . She p ai nf ull y recognizes her

in Miss E c k h a r t 's defeat,

she thought that
could have been

into self

somewhere,

thinking:

even up to the last,

there

for Miss Eckhart a little opening

wedge — a crack in the d o o r ....
But if I had been the one to see it open,
thought
ever.

slowly,

I might.

I might have slammed it tight

she
for

(308)

She also und erstands that Virgie's connection to Miss
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Eckhart and her wildness

leave her vulnerable to the

disapp rov al of the town,

which can affect

with its opinions:
lost

individual

"And when she stopped,

fates

Virgie's hand

its touch — that was what they said.

Perhaps nobody

wa nte d Virgie Rainey to be anything in Morgan a any more
than they had wan ted Miss Eckhart to be"

(306).

vague ly aware of her own hypocrisy where Virgie
concerned:

"It made Cassie feel

'natural';

Cassie is
is

winni ng the

scholarship over Virgie did not surprise her too m u c h . ...
she did not,

basically,

town passes over Virgie

unders tan d a slight"

(306).

The

in awarding the mus ic scholarship,

despite her po ve rty and her conspicuous talent;

rather than

awa r d it to a de ser vin g girl who is on the bord erl in e of
the community,

they give

Cassie resolves the
Morgana's

it to one of their own.
dilemma that her awareness of

injustice places her in by w i t hd ra wi n g from both

M o r g a n a 's values and her own new vision of alternatives:
She could never go for herself,
shimmering bridge of the tree,

never creep out on the
or reach the dark

magnet there that drew you inside,
in.

kept drawing you

She could not see herself do an unknown thing.

was not Loch,
her mother.

she was not Virgie Rainey;

She was Cassie

in her room,

knowledge and torment beyond her reach.

She

she was not
seeing the
(316)
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Even

in "The Wanderer s, " the final story of The Golden

A p p l e s . Cassie is still shut in her room,
figuratively.

She lives

gives piano lessons,

actua ll y and

in her childhood home,

cares

for her invalid father,

tends a mor bi d floral me morial to her mother
Caught

where

she

and

(456-457) .

in the past and still mired in the fears of her

adolescence,

Cassie's

into isolation.
Cassie,

self-protective stance has

Michael Kr eyling observes that the adult

"wrapped in black stockings and

' g l o v e d ' ...is

living out her young satisfaction in letting
even her h a n d . ' " 25 Nevertheless,
point,

frozen

'nobody touch

from her limited vantage

Cassie admires the paths chosen by Vi rgie and Loch,

wi stf ul ly and g en ero us ly saying,

"A life of your own,

— I'm so glad for people like you

[Virgie]

and Loch,

But through Cassie's abortive vision,

Welt y has

really"

away
I am

(457).

introd uce d the reader to the possibil it y of an ex pan de d
w o r l d vi ew — enc om p as si ng empat hy for and co nnection with
the ou tsider and the rape v i ct im and rejecting the phallus
as the pr im ary signifier — a world vi ew that Katie Rainey
has tried to deny.

The values of pat riarchal

wh ic h women's voices and creativity,
are

stifled and even vilified,

of the story.

They have,

25 Mi ch a e l Kreyling,
Rouge:

intact at the end

been un de rm in ed by

Eudora Weltv*s Achievement of Order

Louisiana State U n i v e r s i t y Press,

in

no matter how strong,

are still

however,

society,

1980)

88.

(Baton
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C a s s i e ’s sympathy for Miss Eckhart and her ad miration for
Virgie.

An insider has admitted,

ineffectually,

that

however t imi dly and

she feels a connect ion with the the

women who have been ost rac ize d for their inability or
refusal to co nf o rm to the rules of the town,

which would

have p re ss e d th em to diminish their talents and desires.
Having supplied the town's shaping,

public myth in

Katie's m on ol og ue and shown how women's crea tiv it y is
sa crificed to that myth in the tragedy of Miss Eckhart,
Wel ty adds a comic story to the sequence.
perhaps the most difficult story for the

"Sir Rabbit"
feminist

is

reader of

The Golden A p p l e s , for whom the idea of a comic or erotic
rape is a contra di cti on in terms.
un d eni ab ly humorous
that

story,

Nevertheless,

Welty presents a vi e w of rape

is m a r k e d by the main character's

about a sexual

in this

lusty curiosity

scenario she has heard gossip about — King

Mac Lai n coming across a .woman in the woods and engaging in
sex with her.

(Mattie Will's husba nd cautions her,

"you done hea rd what
you ain't a girl"
Yaeger,

[King McLain]

[336].)

was,

Some scholars,

saying,

all your life,

or

not abl y Patricia

have interp ret ed the story as an exte nde d erotic

fa n ta s y . 26 I pre fe r the more radical suggestion that
Ma tt ie Will is. raped but finds an u n p re ce de nt ed way of
using her imaginative powers and the pe rc ep tio ns of her own
26 Patric ia

S. Yaeger,

We l t y and the Di al og ic

"'Because a Fire Was in M y Head.': Eudora
Imagination," PMLA 99:

960-961.
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body to prevent
fantasy but

rape from des tro yin g her,

not me re ly

in

in f a c t .

"Sir Rabbit" tells how Mattie Will is raped by King
MacL ai n's young sons,

then raped again a few years later by

King M acL ai n himself while she's tagging along with her
h u sb an d on an informal h u n t . In this
must,

story,

as Higgins and Silver point out,

the reader

ask who is speaking.

We l ty uses a third- per son narrative voice,

but

it is

closel y al ig n ed with the per sp ect ive of Mattie Will,

an

int er est in g heroine for a tale of a woman und a un te d by
rape.

Unlike the characters who provide the per sp e c ti ve s of

the other stories,
of

Mattie Will does not appear

in the

list

"Main Families" that opens The Golden Apples except

the catch-all catalog of "Loomises,
Nesbitts,

Bowleses,

Carlyles,

Sissums and Sojourners"

in

Holifields,

(261) . This

suggests that she is already on the pe ri ph e ry of Morgana,
not

included in its inner social circle and relatively

un ta in te d by the pressures to be

"Morganan" that trouble

such characters as Cassie,

and even Virgie.

class,

b a re ly educated,

Nina,

and ma rri ed young,

Lower-

Mattie Will is

both aware of M o r g a n a 's expectations and u nt ouc he d by them.
Her tenuous placement within the town's culture gives her a
strange ad vantage when it comes to dealing with the
expe ri enc e of being raped.
M o r g a n a 1s society,

Because

she's out on the edge of

Mattie Will has a freer int erpretation
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of the town's

legends and rules.

sexual transgressions,

She has heard about King's

but she does not see h er sel f in the

part of the dis ap pro vi ng female onlooker who focuses on
King and dismisses the women he rapes
Instead,
conquers,

(as Katie d o e s ) .

Mattie Will identifies with the women King
not realizing that to do so is to crush one of

the cornerstones of Wester n civilization by c o ll aps in g the
di st in c ti on between the legal wife and the rape victim.

She

not only sees the connection between herself and the victim
(for even Cassie does that)

but also acts on it and

interprets the role erotically.

She has no in clination to

judge herself

Miss Perdita Mayo's

for what happens:

su ggestion that the v i ct i m of rape would do well to die of
shame is an alien thought to Mattie Will.
As We lty describes

it,

b ei ng raped by King MacLain
and discomforts.

Mattie Will's experience of
is a dubious mix of pl easures

Most of the description that We lty offers

is of Mattie Will's ps yc ho lo gic al experience,
physic al one,

not her

and Mattie Will's mental response

is one of

h e i g h te ne d obs ervation and an intense awareness of King's
di ff ere nc e and separateness.
that they are

Looking at his eyes,

"as keenly bright and unwav er ing and apart

from her life as the flowers on a tree"
Tanner claims,

she notes

(338).

the rape victim's body becomes

bears the mark of

[the violator's]

If,

as

"a form that

s u bj ec ti vi ty ," 27 Mattie
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Will's whimsical percept ion of King as a flowering tree,
which has no human subjectivity,

calls into question his

ability to impress her with his will.

However,

Welty brings

King's su bje ctivity into play in the next

sentence:

put on her,

the affront of

with the affront of his body,

his sense too"
Yeats poses

(338).

Here,

"But he

Welty p ar aph ra ses the question

in "Leda and the Swan" — "Being so caught up,/

So m as t er ed by the brute blood of the a i r , / Did she put on
his knowledge with his p o w e r " 2® — and answers
"yes." Mattie Will wrestles with King's
contends with his body.
r a p i s t 's knowledge on,

But rather than simply p ut ti ng the

responds to it with her own.

his whole blithe,
(338).
(332)

subjec tiv it y as she

as Yeats -suggests,

to another way to talk,

it with a

Welty writes,

Mattie Will
"Like submitting

she could answer to his burden now,

smiling,

superior,

Just as it was her task

frantic existence"

"to keep twins

straight"

when the Mac La in twins attacked her in the woods,

is again in the posi tio n of sorting out and mediating,
time separating King's

"burden"

she
this

from her own and responding

to i t .
The one physical

sensation that Wel ty describes during

Matti e Will's rape is taste.

Welty writes,

"Now he clasped

227 Tann er 115.
2*® W i l l i a m Butler Yeats,
Bu t l e r Y e a t s , ed. M.L.
MacMillan,

1986)

121.

Selected Poems and Three Plays of W i l l i a m

Rosenthal,

3rd ed.

(New York:

Colli er -
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her to his shoulder,

and her tongue taste d sweet

the last t i m e ” (338).

Mattie Will's tongue,

starch for

an organ of

speech and the wor d itself a synonym for language,
pleasant

sweetness in this enc ounter with King.

experie nc e has been like
t a l k , " but

that!"

(338),

However,

foreign language,

in which Mattie Will thinks

Mrs.
was

"No pleasure

Welt y implies that Mattie Will

dr op pe d back to the mossiness,
or Mr.

after an

is in danger

She writes,

"Her arms

and she was Mr.

MacLain's Weakness,

MacLain's

like the rest,

Junior Holif iel d nor Mattie Will Sojourner;
something she had always heard of.

(338).

in

has had a sweet savor.

of losing her voice and identity.

Doom,

The

"submitting to another way to

sharing in that

initial protest

senses a

and neither
now she

She did not stir"

The loss of her name comes with a loss of movement,

a sort of tempo ra ry death.
M o r g a n a 's legend,

Mattie Will becomes part of

and it suddenly becomes

she has acted a role in which a woman's

clear to her that

individual

identity

is i r r e l e v a n t .
Mattie Will has within herself,

though,

overcomes her inertia and lack of volition.
falls from the sky,

"She caught

and br us h ed her chin;
anything"

(339).

an en ergy that
When a feather

it with a dart of the hand,

she was never dis ple as ed to catch

Yaeger has

identified the feather with

King M a c L a i n ’s appearance as a swan to Mattie Will's Leda
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and suggests that Mattie Will's catching the feather is her
assumption of authorial power;

she seizes the q u i l l . 29 But

Mattie Will does not use the phallic qu ill/pen to rewrite
her experience;

it disappears

from the story,

bec om in g

mer e ly something Mattie Will was capable of mak in g her own.
Her rewriting comes not from the feather but

from her own

internal resources — her observation and imagination.

She

inspects King MacLai n as he sleeps and is not o ve raw ed by
him althou gh she respects his mystery:
She gazed at the sounding-off,

sleeping head,

neck like a little porch column in town,
hand,

the other hand,

all those parts
now,

and the

at the one

the bent leg and the straight,

looking no. more driven than her man's

or of any more use than a heap of cane thrown up

by the mill and left in the pit to dry.
and would be.

But they were,

(340)

The power of King to identify her only as a "young
girl-[wife]

not tied down yet"

identify her only as
and Mattie Will
She sees Mor gan a
giant

sunflower

(335)

and the town to

"Mr. MacLain's Weakness" has passed,

is still able to see things
from a distance,

for herself.

"all in rays,

in the dust of Saturday"

(340),

like a
an image

29 "Mattie Will could almost be said to resemble a baby swan as
King's

letters

(his quills,

his white and authorial feathers)

fro m h i m and be gi n to descr ibe Mattie W i l l 's ... imagination"
"'Because a Fire Was in My H e a d , 961).

fall

(Yaeger,
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that

spreads outwar d in all directions rather than poi nt in g

to one p o s s i b i l i t y only.

Rebecca Mark,

Dragon's B l o o d , has identifi ed images
as clitoral

in her book The
such as the sunflower

rather than phall ic and claims that

"When the

word is freed from the violent heroic deman d that it
represent

sword and phallus,

it becomes instead the source

of a sexual and suggestive r e n e w a l . " 30 With the
the sunflower We lty suggests both femininity,

thr oug h the

c on ve nti on al associ ati on of women with flowers,
m a n i f o l d possibilities,

image of

and

by choosing a flower whose broad,

b l o ss om in g face is filled with seeds,
p o s s i b i l i t y and new life.

symbols of

Significantly,

the rays of the

flower that Mattie Will imagines point outward from Morgan a
and bey on d Morgana,

suggesting that the proper path for

Ma ttie Will at this

juncture

in her inner life is one that

leads away from the town and its s t o r i e s . Having endur ed
the mythic rape and seen that
identity or perceptions,
leave Mor ga na behind.
actually,
vague

it cannot

subsume her

Mattie Will should be able to

However,

there is,

literally and

nowhere else for Matti e Will to go,

"big West"

(340),

only the

the realm of golden p os si bi li ty of

whi ch Katie Rainey also fruitlessly dreams.
' In "Sir Rabbit," Welty begins to reveal the
30 Rebe cc a Mark,

The Dragon's Blood:

Eudora Welty' s The Golden Apples
Mississippi,

1994)

12.

Feminist

(Jackson:

Interte xt ua li ty in

Un i v e r s i t y Press of
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cont ra dic ti ons

in the t o w n ’s idea of auspicious

re p re se nti ng a par od y of.the traditional
be tw een a god and a mortal woman.

rape by

sexual encounter

By keeping the s t o r y ’s

pe r sp ec ti ve aligne d with Mattie Will's,

thus

filling in a

bl an k that Katie Rainey leaves in "Shower of G o l d , " Welty
reveals the disjunctures between mythi c experience and
actual experience,

even in a situation in which the vi cti m

is p r im ed to accept the auspicious
erotic event.

rape and consider

it an

In "Moon L a k e , " Welty further scrambles the

town's concept of the auspicious rape by pr es en tin g an act
that
yet

resembles a di sturbing instance of sexual violence and
is truly auspicious — it saves the life of a drowning

v i c t i m — and is not a rape at a l l .
The image of rape that Welty provi de s

in "Moon Lake"

demands that the story be read with at least two
in te rpretations
resuscitation,

in mind.

On a met aph or ic

which resembles rape,

level,

Easter's

can be seen as an

image of a woman being drawn forcibly away from her own
uncons ci ous territory.

In the space betwe en

life and death,

Ea ster appears to have discove re d a realm of chthonic power
and fecundity,

suggested by the images of fertility and

v e ge ta tio n that Welty uses;
Easter back
structures

Loch's violent efforts drag

into the world of hierarchies and divisive
in which she has no power.

more literal reading indicates

On the other hand,

a

simply that Easter is dying
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and Loch saves her life.

Yaeger expresses the d if fi cu lt y

the feminist reader has in reco nc ili ng these
interpretations,

writing,

Wel t y has created the cruelest possible entry into the
w o r ld of sexuality for her characters;

she has created

a situation requiring protest that admits no
protestation,

for to rebel against Loch's

min is tr a ti on s wou ld be to rebel against

life

i t s e l f .31
Of course,
saving;

it is not ap propriate to rebel against

but

life-

it is. ap propriate to rebel against a social

structure that can make a young girl perceive a li fe-saving
pr oce du re as rape and find a sexual element where none
exists b e yo nd the simple fact that the drowning v i c t i m
happens to be female,

the lifesaver m a l e . That the conflict

be tw ee n Loch and Easter — or,

more properly,

be tw een Loch

and Easter's w at erl og ged lungs — is seen as a conflict
b e tw ee n male and female is a measure of how violently,
secretly,

the sexes are oppos ed to one another

Nina Carmichael,

whose perspe cti ve

p ar a l l e l e d by the narrative voice,

if

in Morgana.

is most closely
is aware of unease

b e tw ee n the sexes from the b e g i nn in g of the story but not
yet of the way sexual conflict will curtail her
imagination.
Yaeger,

Welty shows how Nina becomes

"The Case of the Da n g l i n g Signifier,"

aware that
441.

such
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conflict will put

its mark on her and dictate the paths

that her imagination,
p lea sur e to her,

which hi therto has been a source of

will take — and those new paths are

fraught wit h fear and anxiety.
We lty shows

from the b eg in nin g of the story that the

re lat io ns hi p betwee n the sexes

is not

p a r ag ra ph describes Loch Morrison's

friendly.

contempt

The first

for the girls

and their d is tre ss ed awareness of it:
F ro m the be gi n ni ng his ma rt yr ed presence
aff ec te d them.
it,

seriously

They had a disq ui eti ng fam iliarity with

he ari ng the spit of his despising that went

his bugle.

At times they could hardly recognize what

he thought he was playing.
and Life Saver,

Loch Morrison,

Boy Scout

was under the ordeal of a week's camp

on Moon Lake with girls.
The girls are

into

(342)

"seriously a f f e c t e d ” by a sense of

"disq uie tin g familiarity"

in Loch's

rejection of them.

Their reaction suggests that they have already seen
something similar to his contempt
Morgana.

in the adult relations of

As they reach adolescence and begin to lose the

an dr ogy ny of childhood — Easter has already
br easts"

(347)

scorn that

— the girls find th emselves

is inspired by their

"started her
subject to a

sex alone and that cannot

be o ver co me by any personal quality or a c h i e v e m e n t . After
all,

Loch's only objection to them is that they are girls,
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but .that is reason enough for him to despise them.
The campers are also reaching a stage of life at which
they are more ob vio usl y vulnerable to sexual vi olence or
at which vi olence against th e m is more likely to be
p e r c e i v e d as havin g a sexual motive.

They are still naive

enough to be unaware of their specific v ul ne r a b i l i t y as
girls,
Nina,

al though their elders have begun to hint at it.
Easter,

and Jinny Love do not un der st an d Twosie's

oblique warnin g about men in the woods:
y o ' eyes ope m good,
in woods wid you ....
gun,

yawl.

Yawl don't know what's out here

Yawl walk right by mans wid great big

could jump out at yawl.

349).

"Yawl sho ain't got

Yawl don't eem smellim"

Jinny Love brushe s Twosie's words aside,

"Just some big boys,

saying,

like the MacLain twins or somebody,

and who cares about them?"

(349),

a remark rich in irony,

coming as it does on the heels of Mattie Will's
with the twins

(348-

encounter

in "Sir R a b b i t ." Jinny Love goes on to ask,

"Why ain't you scared then?"

(349,

Welty's emphasis),

which Twosie rather chilli ngl y replies,

"I is"

(CS,

to

349).

Her wa rni ng and her ad mission of fear hang in the air,
cryptic and threatening.
comfort

response is to seek

in the confines of the familiar:

passi on s
roost"

The girls'

"all their

flew home again and went huddled and soft to

(CS,

Nina,

34 9).
however,

rather than being ap pr ehe ns ive about
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the unn a me d threat that men in the woods represent or
tr yin g to return L o c h ’s contempt,

occupies herself with

flexing the ne wf ou nd muscles of her imagination,
its limits and seeing where her intuition
dramatically,

testing

leads her.

Most

she discovers that her imagination can forge

a connecti on with vi rtually anyone.
late one night,

Nina's thoughts

imagination that

In a ha lf -w aki ng state

lead her to a th eor y of the

closely parallels that of C i x o u s . Cixous

writes,
Heterogeneous,
erogenous;

yes.

For her

airborne swimmer,

not cling to herself;

woman that
of him,

she is

she is the eroto gen eit y of the

heterogeneous:

stunning,

joyous benefit

in flight,

she is dispersible,

desirous and capable of others,
she will be,

she does

prodigious,
of the other

of the other woman she isn't,

of y o u .32

As Cixous describes

it,

the female imagination,

limiting allegian ce to any one symbol,
flows around barriers,

with no

passes th ro ugh and

finding ecstasy in difference and in

expl or ing the other.
Such barriers,

in a child as young as Nina,

imposed from the outside,
security.

adult world in the name of

Nina is typical of the

w h o m Gail Mortimer,
32 Cixous 293-294.

are mostly

"southern female child,"

in her book Da ughter of the S w a n .
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describes as "surrounded by prohibitions,
warnings about the Other,
intended to hold her back,

cautions,

and

imposed by her culture and
circumscribe her activity,

and

keep her ignorant of things that wo uld e x ce ssi ve ly frighten
h e r . " 33 But Nina is aware that
Other,

she has been kept

from the

and she vows to overcome the protective obstacles

that have been raised around her.
As she reflects on her imagination's
experi en ces

The orphan!

short,

Nina

some of the ecstasy Cixous d e s c r i b e s . Wel ty

even couches N i n a ’s thoughts

live.

capacity,

in similar language:

she thought exultantly.

There were secret ways.

The other way to

She thought,

Time's

I've been only thin kin g like the others.

only interesting,
secrets.

only worthy,

to try for the fiercest

To slip into them all — to change.

for a moment

into Gertrude,

Twosie — into a boy.

It's

into Mrs.

To change

Gruenwald,

To have been an orphan.

into

(361,

Welty's emphasis)
The

imagination,

ma ni fes te d in such a way,

is p r e d i c a t e d on

the notion of allowing the other's experience to speak to
and even through the artist or dreamer.
marks her as a potential artist,

Nina's

revelation

with an instinct

for

d i sc ov e r i n g and pur su i ng visions that run counter to or at
33 Gail L. Mortimer,

Daught er of the Swan:

Eudora Welty's Fiction
1994)

37.

(Athens,

Love and Knowl ed ge

in

GA: Un iv e r s i t y of Georgia Press,
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least en tir el y separate from familiar discourses.
Nina is most

fascinated by Easter,

who seems to have

p r e c e d e d her into the realm of intimate and u n p r e c ed e nt ed
connections.

When Nina has a fantasy of night pe r s o n i f i e d

enteri ng the tent,
herself,

she imagines that

who can commune with it:

ope ne d outward.
to a giant,

Come here,

night,

to such a dark thing.

and graceful,

woul d kneel to her"

it is Easter,

not

"Easter's hand hung down,
Easter might

say,

And the night,
(361-362).

tender

obedient

Nina longs to

expe ri enc e the exotic connections she imagines Easter
enjoying,

and she holds her hand out,

" I n s t e a d . . .me instead"

(362).

thinking

She experiences her desire to

replace Easter as the object of the night's att ention as
"compassion and a kind of competing that were all one,
single ecstasy,

a single longing"

a

(362).

Welty has Nina recall this moment during the
lifesavi ng scene later in the story.

She writes,

Nina almost walked into Easter's arm flung out over
the edge.

The arm was tu rned at the elbow so that the

hand opened upward.

It held there the same as it had

held when the night came in and stood in the tent,
when

it had come to Easter and not to Nina.

one hand,
By this point
however,

and it seemed the one moment.

It was the

(369)

in the scene of Easter's resuscitation,

Nina's

feelings have undergone a complete
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reversal,

and she regards Easter and the imaginative

po s si bil it ies Easter has embodied for her with horror.
Throu gh the v u ln er ab il it y of her body,

Easte r has at tr act ed

not the loverlike night but the contemptuous Loch Morrison,
and the interplay bet we en the m as he tries to revive her
looks to Nina like something dreadful.
Wel ty never uses the word r a p e , which the nine-yearold Nina is unlike ly to be familiar with anyway,
1920s setting of the story.
itself,

given the

But even without the word

Nina reads rape into the scene.

Her vague awareness

of hos ti l it y between the sexes shapes what she sees . Loch,
the camp's
express

sole re presentative of the male sex,

fury,

seems to

di rec ted at all the girls and women present,

th r ou gh his rough efforts,

and his infrequent,

angry

comments as he struggles with Easter are de li ve re d "between
cruel,

gri tte d teeth"

am on g the girls,

(371) . Easter,

seems to Nina to answer Loch's harshness

with cruelty of her own.
her self,
(366,

who has been a leader

her body,

Welty writes,

the wi th hel d life,

"If he was brutal,
was bruta l too"

Welty's e m p h a s i s ) . Nina casts Loch and Easte r as

enemies

in the lifesaving scenario.

No contact

could be

more aupiscious than that between the drow nin g vi ct i m and
her rescuer,

but Nina can imagine only a n t a g o n i s m between

them.
However,

the reactions of the adults who are present
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are what really make Nina see the l ife -a nd- de ath struggle
on the pi cni c table as specifically sexual.
Lizzie Stark arrives,

she reacts with outrage to the sight

of Loch as he "lifted up,

screwed his toes,

groan of his own fell upon
upon her,

into her"

When Miss

[Easter]

and with a

and drove up and down

(366). Whereas the girls had only been

h o rr if ie d by the violence of the scene,

th in ki ng

saving was much worse than they had dreamed"

"life-

(366),

Lizzie

Stark adds the im plication that what- the y' re wi t ne s si ng is
indecent.

She cries,

"But what's he doing to her? Stop

t h a t . . . .Loch Morrison,
(367).

Likewise,

get off that table and shame on you"

Ran MacLai n seems to see an image of sex

in the resuscitation:

"Under.his cap bill,

Ran Ma cLa in set

his gaze — he was twenty-three,

his seasoned gaze — on Loch

and Easter on the table"

Easter,

(369).

who fended off an

earlie r sexual imposition by biting Mr. Nesbitt
helpless

in the pas si v it y of unconsciousness;

ac tu all y raped,

(347),

is

she is not

but she is raped in the eyes of the people

ar ou nd her.
Nina witnesses the process by which Easter is stripped
of her at tr ac tio n and authority until she becom es a
pat h et ic and even repulsive

figure,

like the rape vic ti m

with whom women are afraid to admit connection.

Welty

provi de s a pro gr e ss io n of images that dimi nis h Easter
througho ut the scene.

The first image,

that of a runaway
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horse,

carries connotations of power and freedom,

suggesting that Easter appears defiant and strong
Later,

she is not as active as a stampedi ng horse,

least she still seems

rebellious

but at

in rem aining unconscious,

a state that Nin a imagines must be
dead

(366).

"even harder to be" than

(368). Wel ty next connects Easte r with the

vo li tio nl ess wor ld of vegetation,
of th ri vin g life.
degenerates,

until

But even this comparison gr adually
"the face was s e t . . .and ugly with that

rainy color of seedling petunias,
(370).

Finally,

which is still an image

the kind no body wants"

Easter is a "berated figure,

formed and set on the face,

one hand displayed,

jealously clawed under the waist,
had been gr ove le d for,
a be t r a y e d figure"

the mask
one

as if a secret handful

the spread and spotted legs.

It was

(371) .

The degr ada ti on of Easter is t er ri bl y dis tu rb in g to
Nina,

who longed to share in the o r p h a n ’s inner world.

inner world of the other is no longer,

in Nina's eyes,

place to revel in the ecstasy of the imagination,
dangerous,

the locus of violence and death.

The
a

but

Even the erotic

connection bet we en Easter and nature that Nina tried to
claim for herse lf only the night before becomes monstrous:
was there danger that Easter,

tu rne d

might call out to them after all,
worse,

in on herself,

from the other,

side of it? Her secret voice,

if soundless then
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po s si b l y visible,
like a vine,

might work out of her te rrible mouth

pree nin g and sprung with flowers.

Or a

snake wou ld come o u t . The Boy Scout crushed in her bod y and blo od came
out of her mouth.
spoken to.
Here,

For the m all,

it was like bei ng

(370)

We lt y evokes the anxiety of the nascent

female artist

who stands on the brink of the u n ex plo re d terri to ry of
feminine c re ati vi ty and realizes

for the

this region is ass oci ate d with disorder,
and even death.
describes

terror,

darkness,

In The Second S e x . Simone de Beauvoir

fear of specifically .female creativity,

The mother

is the root which,

the cosmos,

can draw up its

him

first time that

[mankind]

to death.

saying:

sunk in the depths of

j u i c e s . ... She also dooms

This qui vering

jelly which is

e l a bo ra te d in the w o m b ... evokes too clearly the soft
vi sc os it y of carrion for hi m not to turn shuddering
away.

Whe r ev er

life is in the ma king...it

disgust becau se
the

arouses

it is made only in being destroyed;

slimy embryo begins the cycle that

is compl et ed in

the pu tr ef ac ti on of d e a t h . 34
Cixous draws an analogy betwe en the

fear that connects

female rep roductive capability with death and fear of
women's artis tic creativity.
34 Simone de Beauvoir,
New York:

She claims that

The Second S e x , trans.

V i n t a g e - R a n d o m House,

1974)

164-165.

H.M.

"the true
Parsh ley

(1953;
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texts of women — female -s exe d texts" are inherently
frighten in g to m e n , 35 and she suggests that male anxiety
has a ff ec te d women as well,

making them m i st rus tf ul of

their own artistic territory.
warned:
can't

"Your continent

Cixous

is dark.

see anything in the dark,

you might

fall.

so we have

Most of all,

imagines women be ing

Dark is dangerous.
you're afraid.

You

Don't move,

don't go into the forest.

And

intern ali zed this horror of the d a r k ."3^

In the above quotation

from "Moon Lake,"

a pp re he ns iv el y views Easter's body,

in which Nina

these anxieties about

c ro ssi ng the bo rd er into the feminine unknown — the fear
inst ill ed by pa triarchal values that creativity ex erc ise d
on the u nf ami li ar side,

in the dark forest,

may produce

mo nsters — are at w o r k . Easter has pre ce d ed Nina into the
app ar en tl y dark continent,
be not only the
(370).

Still,

"other"

which suddenly seems to Nina to

side but also the

"worse"

Nina hopes that Easter's tidings

side

from that

t e r r i to ry will be fantastic — a bloo min g vine or mys ter io us
if fr ightening snake.

But all Easter

"speaks"

is blood.

The b l o o d that horrifies Nina emerges from what Welty
has des cr ib ed as Easter's

"terrible mouth," a phrase that

Ya eger reads as a "cruel met on ym y for woman's g e n i t a l s . " 37
35 Cixous 281.
3 ^ Cixous 281-282.
37 Yaeger,

"The Case of the D a n g l i n g S i g n i f i e r , " 439.
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She goes on to argue that the blo od is a "barely ve il ed
reference to menst rua l b l o o d . " 3® However,
effect re lat io nsh ip between Loch's

the cause-and-

"crush [ing]" Easter's

body and the appearance of the b l o od points more to the
b l o o d of sexual violence than to the spontaneous
b l o o d in menstruation;

flow of

the blo od appears becau se of

somet hi ng injurious that has been done to the g i r l . The
suggestion of violence that the bl oo d provides
that

it is not adult

hor ro r but
Easter,

femaleness that

indicates

inspires Nina with

its inherent vulnerability:

for the first time,

who has seemed to Nina to be unt ouc ha ble and who

has app e ar ed to defy Loch even in unconsciousness,
to be vulnera ble
Nina expects

is shown

in a dr eadfully intimate and ph ys ica l way.

something marvelous to emerge from Easter,

con ti nua ti on of her defiance and her self-ge ne rat ion
is,

after all,

[357]),

the girl who

a

(she

"let myself name myself"

but all that appears

is evidence that

she has been

hurt.
What Nina might have learned from w it nes sin g Easter's
near death and resurrection

is that humans are connected,

even if unwillingly,

as Loch and Easter are connected;

that

individuals,

contact betwee n

clumsy as Loch's efforts are,
giving.
that

Instead,

springs

3 ® Yaeger,

and

even if it is crude and

can be invigorating and life-

Nina has been pr im ed by the a nt ag on is m

from M o r g a n a 's rigid gender hi erarchy to read

"The Case of the Dangling Signifi e r , " 440.
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the scene before her as one of sexual violence
women's creativi ty gains an aspect of horror,
retreats

in which
and she

from the imaginative ground she had just beg un to

explore.
Stand in g in contrast to Nina's withdrawal
m ult ipl e and ext ending imagination,
tre atment of the story.

however,

is W e l t y fs own

Easter's revival takes place

midst of a b ust lin g chaos,

Ran MacLa in 's pr opo si ti on i ng Miss Moo dy

which vary from

(370)

to Mrs.

calmly carrying out a chair for herself

from Jinny Love's

in the

with each of the characters

ex pr ess in g his or her individual reactions,

Grue nwa ld' s

from the

(367),

self-important attempt to assist Loch by

fanning h i m with a towel

(366)

to Geneva's quick bid for

Easter's wi nter coat if she dies

(368).

The wide va ria tio n

of reaction and tone within the scene suggests again the
p o s s i b i l i t y of mu ltiple experiences and interpretations.
The story moves

fiuidly from hor rif yi ng to humorous,

lyrical to prosaic.

There is no single response,

seems to be saying through her onlookers'
There

from

Wel ty

actions and

utterances,

to death or violation.

individual,

face to face with the real perils that bein g

alive entails and with her own fears.

is only the

Nina's response

only one out of infinite possibilities;

the threat of rape

does not nee d to paralyze the woman artist.
and if necessary,

is

It can,

become a spring boa rd for a new

instead
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u n de r s t a n d i n g of women's resilience and ability to define
and create their own lives in the face or the a ft er mat h of
adversity.

Welt y engages

in what Cixous calls

"undoing the

work of d e a t h " 39 simply by showing the business of
continuous

life and the combinations and permut ati on s

in

the relat ion sh ips of the witnesses to the scene of Easter's
ha r ro wi ng resuscitation.
Fr o m the figurative rape in "Moon L a k e , " Wel ty turns
an actual

rape,

committed by the first-person narra to r of

"The Whole Wo rl d Knows," Ran MacLain,

one of King's twin

sons.

infidelity,

In the wake of his wife Jinny's

to console himself with Maideen Sumrall,
reminds h i m of a more

innocent Jinny

asse rti ng his masculinity,

then failed to
"And I had

he rapes Maideen.

as well.

Near the

he says simply,

(392) .
stories in The Golden Apples have

the obstacles to sel f- expression that a rape

culture sets up for women,
shows that

is blunt.

shoot either her or himself,

the previous

focused on

Welty's

after Ran has pul le d a gun on Maideen

her so quick"

While

In his

which to him means

de piction of the rape through R a n 's eyes
close of the story,

a young woman who

(379-380).

attempts to restore his life to order,

Ran tries

in "The Whole World Knows" Welty

such a culture is limiting and damaging to men

In "The Laugh of the Medusa," Cixous

3 9 Cixous 2 87.

suggests that
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p h a l l o c e n t r i s m traps men as well as women:
In a certain way,

"woman is bisexual";

m a n .. .b ei ng

p o is ed to keep glorious phallic m on os e x u a l i t y in view.
By virtue of af firming the prima cy of the phallus and
of br in gi ng it into play,

ph all o cr at ic

claimed more than one victim.

ideology has

As a woman,

I've been

clouded over by the great shadow of the scepter and
been told:

idolize it,

But at the same time,

that which you cannot brandish.
man has been han de d that

grotesque and scarcely enviable de sti ny

(just imagine)

of bei ng reduc ed to a single idol with clay b a l l s . 40
Throug h her ex pl ora ti on of R a n 's plight,
muc h the same thing.

His notions of ma sc ul in it y keep him in

a state of anxiety over his
It is natural
unfortunately,

Welt y suggests

shortcomings,

his

"clay balls."

for a man to compare himself to his
for Ran MacLain,

this means m ea su rin g his

exp eriences against the example of King,
m a scu li ne power and privilege.
comparison makes Ran

father;

Not

M o r g a n a 's ideal of

surprisingly,

feel insufficient.

Jinny's

such a
sexual

interest

in another man shakes his faith in his man h oo d

further,

esp ec ia ll y since both Jinny and Woody are much

young er than he is.
camper at

(Jinny,

"Moon Lake"

after all,

was a n i n e- ye ar -o ld

when Ran was twenty-three,

and Ran

looks at Woo dy and reflects that Woody is "too young for
40 Cixous 288.
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m e . . . .he was coming up in the world". [380].)

Ran tries to

reconcile his real ex perience with his ideal of m a n h o o d by
emu la ti ng his father and raping Maideen.
con fo rm with the cultural
his problems,

however,

His efforts to

ideal of masc uli ni ty do not

but

solve

further isolate him and

u l t im at el y lead to Maide en 's death.
The symbol of vaunting male dominance over women
as Wel ty has es tab li sh ed from the first,
M o r g a n a 's gossip by Ran *s own father,

is,

rep res ent ed in

King.

Strangely,

the

town's women also hold King up as an example of a good
husband:

"I knew your father," Miss Perdita May o tells Ran,

"was crazy about your father,
time,

sorry to see him go,

glad to see him come every

and love your m o t h e r . . . .most

hap pi ly m at ed people in the world,
(380).

long as he was home"

King represents the ideal of mas cu li ni ty against

whic h Ran

feels he must measu re h i m s e l f : sexual conqueror

of ma ny women,
without concern

popular

figure

for his wife,

in society,
and yet,

wande rer at will

paradoxically,

sharer in domestic bliss.
With the comparison be twe en his father and h ims elf in
mind,

Ran perceives himself as a man who must compete with

other men for his wife's
visit,

s e x u a l - f a v o r s . When he comes to

his m o t he r- in -l aw calls to her daughter

had a date"

(378),

sexual competition.

"like Jinny

placin g Jinny back ino the arena of
Ran sees himself as a man who has
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become

so powerless

in the eyes of society that he can be

scolded like a child.
Ran MacLain.
[376].)

("But you marc h on back to your wife,

You hear?" Miss Perdita Mayo says to him

He sees himself as a man who left the house he

shared with his wife not because he wan ted to
father did)

but because he fel t-exiled from it.

his

failure to live up to his

out

in King's

guidance,

(as his

father's example,

Go ade d by
Ran sets

footsteps — pr ac t ic al ly pra yi ng to him for

saying,

"Father,

wher eve r you are right now"

I wish I could talk to you,
(375) — to try to set things

right and be reunited with Jinny by es tab li sh in g his
au tho ri ta ti ve will through an auspicious

rape.

A lt ho ug h Ran chooses to follow his father's example as
the story opens,
place within him.
W el ty shows that

Welty depicts a fierce struggle taking
By chronic lin g R a n 's internal battles,
following King's path is an tit he tic al to

Ran's nature — in other words,

that cultural norms

ma s cu l i n i t y may exact as much of a psychic toll
femininity may from women arid may result
dis tor tio n of spirit and action.
tends to be empathetic to others,
Throughout

the story,

his mother,

mother,

Maideen;

Francine Murphy.

from men as

in as much

Unlike his

father,

Ran

p a r ti cu la rl y w o m e n .

he is surrounded by women — the

gossi py Perdita Mayo;
Lizzie Stark;

for

Snowdie;

Tellie;

Jinny and her

and his landlady,

Even the sick dog he treats

so gently is
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female.

The male characters,

on the other hand,

do not

figure as conc re tel y in Ran's t h o u g h t s . His father and twin
Eugene are absent entirely,
abstractions;

existing only as distant

Woo dy is nothing more than his rival;

and

such men as Drewsie Carmichael and Junior Nesbitt appear
only on the periphery.

But Ran listens close ly to the women

in his life and grants weight to their w o r d s . He is
sensitive enough to the women's emotions to note even such
details as Tellie's anger,

which ma nifests

itself in the

subtle protest of holdin g a tray "about an inch and a half
too high"

(379) .

In addition to his empathy,

Ran's perspective,

its keen and sensuous awareness of the world,

with

implies that

he is capable of responses other than violence and r a p e .
W e lt y gives Ran a rich and sensitive inner voice,
what's more,

she allows

it to be his,

and

in the first person,

instead of offe rin g his insights through the m e d i u m of a
thi rd -p er so n narrator.

For example,

Nina,

can contemplate the me an in g of a pear's
ripeness
child,

(356),

but her reflections,

howev er precocious,

in "Moon Lake,"

fleeting moment of

n e c es sa ri l y those of a

are filtered th ro ugh a

s op his ti cat ed thi rd- pe rs o n interpreter.

Ran,

hand,

but directly,

experiences a similar reflection,

without the editorial

on the other

assistance of an om niscient narrator:

I carried the rolling basket

[of pears]

for her and we
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went ahead of M a i d e e n . ... There in the flower beds
wa lk ed the same robins.

The sprinkler dr ip p ed now.

Once again we went

into the house by the back door.

Our hands touched.

We had stepped on Tellie's p a t c h of

mint.

The yellow cat as waiti ng to go in with us,

door handle was as hot as the hand,

and on the step,

get ti ng under the feet of two people who went
together,
water —

the Mason

the

in

jars with the busy cuttings

in

"Watch out for Mama's — !" A tho us an d times

we' d gone in like that.

As a th ou san d bees had droned

and b ur ro we d in the pears that lay on the ground.
(384)
Ran's per cep ti ons knit the present with the past,

and he is

able to recognize the moment of p er fec ti on the pears
and 'suggest that because
th o us a n d times"

imply

such a moment can be rep ea t ed

the ten d en cy is to waste them,

"a

as the

fallen pears are wa ste d — all without the el uci d at in g voice
of the th ir d person;

Ran conjures and recognizes

such

symbolic moments on his own.
Welty contrasts Ran's imaginative ability,
that

"undofes]

from Cixous,

the kind

the work of d e a t h , " 41 to b or ro w a phrase

with the kind that does the work of death.

can conjure not only such timeless,

Ran

tr ans cendent moments as

en te rin g the house with Jinny and the basket of pears but
41 Cixous 287.
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mur derous

fantasies as well.

He imagines be at i ng Woody

Spights to death with a croquet mallet
he's

in such detail that

su rprised when the un ha rme d Woo dy speaks.

didn't know, how it could open again,
Wo od y Spights,
about

but

it could"

shooting Jinny,

(382).

He says,

the broken

"I

jawbone of

He also fantasizes

noting such viv id ly

imagined

pa r ti cu la rs as the distance between them:

"there was barely

room b etw een us for the pistol to come up"
ha v in g driven to Vick sbu rg with Maideen,

(385) . Later,

he looks at the

girl and imagines that she has become a vi ct i m of his
viole nce as well.

Wel ty writes:

M aid een came into the space before my eyes,
the lighted night.
disarrayed.
disgrace.

There was bloo d on her,

Or perhaps there wasn't.

her double.
could.

She held her bare arms.

But

plain in
She was

blo od and
For a minute

I saw

I p oi n te d the gun at her the best

I

(391)

Ran sees Maide en double as his ability to sense mys ter y in
others and in every da y details wars with the se nsibility
that calls
dominance

for a forceful,

vengeful

in response to his wife's

Ironically,

reassertion of male
infidelity.

Morga na discourages the act of violence

th ro ugh which Ran intends to reassert his dominance over
his unf ait hfu l wife.

Simone de Be auvoir points out that

a p a t r ia rc ha l society,

violent retribu ti on for a wife's

in
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adu l te ry is the norm:
when woman becomes man's property,
virgin and he requires complete

he wants her to be

fidelity under threats

of extreme p e n a l t i e s ....As long as private p r op er ty
lasts,

so long will marita l

infidelity on the part of

the wife be re garded like the crime of high
t r e a s o n .42
Ran's mo the r certainly regards Jinny's
light of treason.
what
(390,

She tells her son,

she did to you.

It's different

infideli ty in the

"The whole wo rl d knows
from when it's the m a n "

Welty's e m p h a s i s ) . S n o w d i e 's words

intensify Ran's

sense of injury and give him a sense of bei ng

jus tified in

leaving Jinny to live in Francine Murphy's bo ar d i n g house.
However,

in spite of the town's gender hierarchy,

denies women the freedom e njo yed by men,
general,

sexually and in

Snowdie is alone in her opinion.

Other Morgan an women,

especia lly Miss Perdit a Mayo,

who reports her own opinions and those of her
Ran,
They,

"Circle" to

assail him with their views on his marita l problems.
however,

don't

seem to believe that a wife's

infi de lit y is all that
Surprisingly,
that

wh ich

"different

from when it's the man."

they counsel a tolerance

for Jinny's adultery

is at odds with Mo rgana's otherwise pa tri arc ha l

ideology.

Miss Perdita Mayo pooh-poohs the signi fic an ce of

42 de Be au vo ir

94.
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Jinny's

infidelity by two methods.

First,

she casts all

three points of the love triangle as children — Woody
become s a little boy with a Buster Brown bob,
pon y

(376);

spanking

riding his

Jinny is just a spoiled girl who needs a

(380);

and Ran himself,

a disadvantage,

who has felt his age to be

is re legated to a bab y bugg y
and lover,

(380) . By

infan ti liz in g the husband,

wife,

Miss Perdi ta

belit tl es their conflicts,

suggesting that the trouble Ran

finds himself in is just a spat between willful but
e s s en ti al ly innocent children.
dismisses Jinny's affair as

Secondly,

"a thing of the flesh"

and counsels Ran to wait till it's over.
pla ce s women's

Miss Perdita
(376)

Her at titude

seeking sexual pleasure outside marri age

in

the realm of the ordinary rather than the, subversive — a
re vo lut io nar y attitude

in Morgana.

in W oo d r o w Spights

to Miss Perdita,

is,

her acting on it is not shocking.

Jinny's

sexual

interest

understandable,

and

She tries to di scourage

Ran from o ve r rea cti ng and implies pe r si st en tl y that he need
not take violent

revenge on Woody or snub Jinny by

co ns or ti ng with M a i d e e n . 43
Miss Perdita Mayo's chatter is strangely double,
however.

While she suggests that Ran can p e a c ea bl y handle

the crisis

in his marriage,

43 "Since a wife is his

[a man's]

she can't seem to help
pr op er ty

[in a p a t r i a r c h y ] . ..a man

can n at u r a l l y have as m a n y wives as he pleases"
t a k i n g M a i de en as a sexual partner,
h i m b y pa r t i a l l y replac ing her.

(de B e a uvo ir

93).

Ran dilutes Jinny's p ow er over

By
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si m ul tan eou sl y suggest ing that violence is also an option.
For example,
this morning,
(376).

she says to Ran,

"Where's little old W ood ro w

late to work or you do something to him?"

In this single sentence,

explan ati ons
sinister.
your wife,

she suggests two

for Woody's absence,

one innocent,

the other

She follows up with "But you mar ch on back to
Ran MacLain. . . . And you go. back n i c e " (37 6,

Welty's e m p h a s i s ) . The stress Miss Perdita places on the
w or d nice suggests that she fears the opposite and is
tr yi ng to head off some outbreak of violence.

Later,

she

say s ,
no raring up now and doing anything we'll all be sorry
to hear a b o u t . . . .Sister said you'd kill him,
said Sister,

who are you talking about?

Ma cLa in that

I knew in his buggy,

If it's Ran

I said,

all likely to take on to that extent.

and I

he's not at

(380)

By stating her faith in Ran's ability to control his
temper,

she suggests to Ran that he might kill Woodie,

an

idea that hadn't yet o cc ur re d to him but that he begins to
mull over.

Miss Perdit a also brings up Maideen,

"Don't you ruin a country girl in the bargain"
W elt y's emphasis),

saying
(381,

emp hat i ca ll y implying the course of

action Ran will ul t im a te ly take even as she forbids
By do ubling Miss Perdita's advice in this way,
creates the impression that Miss Perdita

it.
Welty

is tra pp ed within
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a disc our se that endorses masculine violence,
e x e r c is ed against a sexual rival,
scapegoat

such as Maideen.

wheth er

an unfaith ful wife,

Miss Perdita cannot

or a

suggest her

se xually equ itable alt ern at ive without evokin g the pattern
of violent,

sexual retribution.

negat iv e reinstatement

And unfortunately,

the very

of the plot of violent revenge

leaves Ran with the sense that he has no alternative.
The outcome of Ran's
Wander er s,"
heir.

situation,

as we find in "The

is that he is tra pp ed in the role of King's

Once he attempts to carry on his father's

become s a figure
frieze,

legend,

in Morg ana 's version of a classical

ossified,

in a way,

without any hope of br ea k in g

out of the role he has ass u me d by raping Maideen.
later,

Ran

Years

Virgie reflects on Ran's story:

And didn't

it show on Ran,

that once he ha d taken

advantage of a country girl who had died a suicide?
showed at election time as it showed now,
the election for mayor over Mr.

It

and he won

Carmichael,

for all

was rem emb er ed in his mi ddle-age when he stood on the
p l a t f o r m . . . .they had vot ed for him for that — for his
glamour and his
twin,

story,

for being a Ma cLa in and the bad

for ma rr yi ng a Stark and then for ruining a girl

and the thing she d i d . ... They voted for the
revelation;
wo u ld assert

it ha d made their hearts
it again.

faint,

and they

Ran knew that every minute,
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there in the door he stood it.

(433)

Ran's a ng ui she d attempt to set things right by com mit tin g
an auspic iou s

rape has had a dou bl e-e dge d effect.

He does

indeed esta bli sh himself as the dominant male in Morgana:
he is el ec t ed mayor and thus has official power wi thin the
town;

he can af ford to buy Jinny a di am ond

(436);

and he

carries wi th him an aura of the same kind of sexual
fascin at ion as his father.

However,

are som eth in g that he must endure —
minute,

there

his glamour and story
"Ran knew that eve ry

in the door he stood i t ." Ran knows be tte r

than anyone that the auspicious rape that

secured his

pos it io n of power was in fact disastrous.
His series of p a in ed questions at the close of "The
Who le W or ld Knows"

shows how little his raping Ma id ee n has

done to set his world right:

"How was

go and hurt herself? She cheated,
Eugene!

What you went and found,

An d where's Jinny?"
Ran,

I to know she wo uld

she cheated too.

Father,

was it be tter than this?

(392). M a i d e e n 's death is a shock to

who never cons ide re d that the girl might be seriously

aff e ct ed by his treatment of her;

her individual responses

and desires had no place in the plot he im agined for
himself.

Ran also finds himself where he was at the

beginning,
advice.

still begging his

father for approval and

An d the final sentence of the story shows that

Jinny is still lost to him.

His bid to bring her back by
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de m on str at ing his sexual power has

failed,

and even in "The

W a n d e r e r s , " Welt y suggests that the rift b etw een Ran and
Jinny has never healed.

Jinny seems tra pp ed and miserable

in "the iron mask of the ma rr ied lady"
the

"confusion

(445),

[between his father and him]

the m was the great wound in Ran's heart"
The confusion between King and Ran,

among all of

(446).
the tendency on

the part of the townspeople to conflate them,
Ran's downfall.

His

and for Ran,

has been

failure to separate himse lf

and est abl ish his own version of manhood,

from King

one that draws on

his empathy and his ability to find pl easure and meani ng in
his surroundings,
community.

has doomed him to isolation within the

In Ran's example,

Welty shows that the struggle

to act in accordance with cultural definitions of masculine
beha vio r — in Ran's case,

by raping a woman to prove his

sexual dominance — degrades and damages the individual man
and s im ul tan eou sl y compromises women's voices,
sometimes their very lives,

and

for no good reason.

We lty pr ovides another angle on the p r o b l e m of
mascu lin e
twin.

self-defi ni tio n in the situation faced by Ran's

In "Music from Spain," Eugene MacLa in slaps his wife

one mor ni ng for no reason he can define,

then he breaks out

of his routine to spend the day wande ri ng the streets of
San Fran cis co with a Spanish guitarist wh o m he saves
be in g hit by a car.

During the day,

from

Eugene remembers his
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youth and his dead daughter,

Fan,

im pl ications of striking his wife.
feels that his life bears

and ponders the
Like his brother,

little resemblance to the ideal

ma s cu li ne experience his father represents,
wo me n for his dissatisfaction.
e n ig ma ti c Spaniard,

violent
his

and he blames

But the example of the

who seems at ease in the wor ld and

u n c o n c e r n e d with sexual ambiguity,
the fault

Eugene

lies within himself.

suggests to Eugene that

He tries to u nd er st an d his

reaction to Emma and begins to examine cri tic al ly

fear of femaleness and his unease with the elements of

himse lf that he sees as feminine.
however,

At the end of the day,

he returns home to his wife to find that nothi ng

bet w ee n th e m has changed,

in spite of his

soul-searching.

There is no rape per se in "Music from S p a i n , " but near the
close of the story,

Wel ty includes a bizarre

p h ys ic al viola tio n that

image of

I will analyze in light of her

developm en t of Eugene's character in the earlier po rtions
of the story.
Like Ran,

Eugene is anxious about his masculinity,

his

u n d e r s ta nd in g of which has bee n formed by M o r g a n a 1s
p a t r ia rc ha l culture and the example of his own parents,
s e lf -a ss er t in g wa nderer King and the nurturing,
ef fa ci ng Snowdie.

the

self-

Welty has made King and Snowdie fine,

ironic examples of de Be auvoir's distin cti on b etw ee n male
and female destinies

in a patriarchy.

De B eau vo ir writes:
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The male is called upon for action,
produce,

fight,

create,

progress,

his vo cat io n is to

to t ra ns cen d himself

tow ar d the totali ty of the universe and the infinity
of the future;

but tr aditional marr iag e does not

invite woman to t ra ns cen d herself with him;
confines her in immanence,
circle of herself.

it

shuts her up within the

She can thus propos e to do nothing

more than construct a life of stable e q u i l i b r i u m . ...
within the walls of-the home she is to manage,

she

will enclose her w o r l d . 44
Eugene,

however,

fails to see the irony in his parents',

esp ec ial ly his father's,
his

father,

life.

behavior.

C omp ar ing himself with

Eugene misses a sense of tr a ns ce nd e nc e in his

He scorns his

father's

self-indulgent pursuit of

fulfillment but envies it.
His own life,
de Be au voi r terms

by comparison,
immanence,

the sake of pr e se rv in g
the lot of women.

seems to be one of what

mindless

routine

followed for

"stable equilibrium," tr ad iti ona ll y

Eugene's route to work

seems to him to be

one of "habitual hills" and he notes the p ar ti cul ars of the
day's weather not because they matter to him but becau se he
knows his emplo ye r will quiz him,
been forced by his

as usual

(394 ) . Having

father's defection to share his mother's

day- to -da y feminine life during his childhood,
44 de B ea uv o i r 500.

Eugene
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resents bei ng forced to share a similar life of immanence
with his wife.

His secret desire in his youth was to follow

his f a t h e r ’s example;

that desire surfaces again when he

dines with the Spaniard.

Welty writes:

Eugene saw himself for a moment as the knee lin g Man in
the Wilderne ss

in the engraving in his father's

remnant ge og rap hy book,
Traveler's Tree,

who hacked once at the

opened his mouth,

and the water came

pou ri ng i n . . . .That engraving itself,
believed,
flesh,
him.

represe nt ed his father,

father,

imagined the Man in the Wilderness

he wants to fill that role,
in that adventurous,

to see

restless

His father's rejection of him and his frustrated

desire to pursue his father's transcendent path merge
this

in the

(409)

"himself for a moment"
figure.

King MacLain,

the one who had never seen h i m or wanted to see

Al th ou gh he has always
to be his

he ha d once

image;

the corollary is an anger against women,

mo th er and his wife specifically,

in
his

who wou l d trap him in

immanence and keep him from pursui ng his manly destiny.
Welty introduces another element

in the image of the

Man in the Wi lderness — that of appetite as the thirsty
t rav ele r gulps

from the tree.

Eugene's envy of his father's

freed om is coupl ed with a co ntradictory anger at his
for living to grati fy his desires.

Unlike Ran,

Eugene

father
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openly resents King,
thinks angrily,

rejection of his

his

(407,

father is b o un d up in his rejection of his
he refers to King as a "goat,"

and rightly connects his father's d e ser tio n with

father's un br id le d desires.
His dis approval of appetite and desire is not

to his father,

however.

Eugene associates

vo ra cious appetite as well,
with suffocating nurturance:
Emma takes

for hi m and wrily

"If he had wan te d to kill her,

Longing for transcendence,

such routine ph ysical

first,

and pr aise

of femi nin it y as a force that might

it"

scorn for

which smack of

The connection

m i n d betwee n women and eating deepens

his own appetites

he would have

Eugene develops

concerns as eating,

the mon o to ny he wants to escape.

father)

fe mininity with

he thinks of the pride that

ha d to eat everyth ing on her table
(395).

limited

and not only with appe tit e but

in the food she prepares

reflects that

his

a

Welty"s e m p h a s i s ) . Eu gene's

sexual appetites:

or lecher,

Eugene

"Old Papa King MacLain was an old goat,

b l ac k name he had"

father's

and when King springs to mind,

in Eugene's

into a pr of o u n d fear

rob him of m a st er y over

(a loss of self-control that he scorns

in

and si mu lt an eou sly threatens to consume hi m and

mir e him in f l e s h . 45
45 Pe t e r Schmidt writes:

" R a n 's and Eugene's

relations with women

are d o m i n a t e d by i n f a n t i l i s m . . . .they have an unc o n t r o l l a b l e nostalgia
for what We l t y portrays as a pre-O ed ip al state in which their
m o t h e r ' s breast and the a bsolute security and oral sat is f a c t i o n it
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Welty encapsulates the connection betwee n women and
eating,

and E u g e n e ’s at tr ac ti on /r epu lsi on

the b e g i nn in g of the story.
the apartment,
with

Eugene

in an image at

Having slapped Emma and left

imagines her sitting in the kitchen

’-'all her st iffening and wifely glaze running sweet and

finespun as sugar threads over her"
bo r r o w a phrase

from.Shakespeare,

(393) . Emma seems,

"loathsome in

[her]

to
own

d e l i c i o u s n e s s . " 46 Eugene imagines her as a great cocoonor we b -s pi nn in g creature that might ensnare him in her
sticky threads;
confection,

at the same time,

he sees her as a giant

a big sweet ball of cotton candy.

dangerous and desirable,
her merges,

She is both

and his fear of being consumed by

in this

image,

with his desire to consume and

be co ns ume d by her.

Later,

Eugene links his wife with a

sideshow Fat Lady who is also named Emma.
Emma,

he sees a gross caricature of his overweight wife.

finds an emo tional
the women.

In the Fat Lady's resentful

done me wrong"

(405),

glare,

he sees a reflection of his wife's

co ul d give t h e m seeme d et ern al ly present....
First,

"that glance

like a m o t h e r ’s: they

fiercely private grief for her daughter,

things happen.

He

link as well as a physi cal one between

that meets all glances and holds,

[They]

In the sideshow

the

"waterfall of

When fantasy fails,

two

Ran and Eugene try to d est r o y the women....

then g u i l t i l y imagine the women t u r nin g on th em and treat in g

t h e m as s ome th in g to feed upon and destroy"
46 W i l l i a m Shakespeare,
C o m p l e t e W o r k s , ed.

(65,

Schmidt's e m p h a s i s ) .

R om eo and Juliet., W i l l i a m Shakespeare:

A lf red Harbage

(New York:

Viking,

1986)

The

II.vi.12.
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tears"

(395)

she withholds but wields over him.

Welt y makes the Fat Lady seem to Eugene to be a
caricature not only of his wife but of all women.

The

freak-s ho w advertis eme nt vo ye ur ist ic all y emphasizes the Fat
Lady's sex,

pla ci ng a leering emphasis on her underwear.

We l ty writes,
panties,

"The p h o to gr ap h showed Emma as we ar i ng lace

and opposite

it a real pair of panties — faded red

with no lace — was exhibited. . .vast and sagging"
advert is eme nt

implies that the Fat Lady's

femaleness

integral to her freakishness and the voracious
as the lace and the color red hint)
b l o a t e d her.
but Eugene

(405) . The
is

(and erotic,

appetite that has

Such an ass oc iat io n is a fallacy,

of course,

is eager to grasp at it and scapegoat women

rather than admit that
Be au voi r points out,

"man,

like woman,

is f l e s h , " as de

"therefore passive,

the pl a y t h i n g of

his hormones and of the species,

the restless pr ey of his

des i r e s ."47
Instead of recogn izi ng the common human b on d of
exi st in g in flesh,
child,
head,

Eugene recalls a sideshow he saw as a

in which the optical

illusion of a living woman's

pe r c h e d bodiless on a stepladder,

image of this second woman,

Thelma,

was featured.

is just as gro tesque as

that of the Fat Lady in her un derwear — even more so,
it implies decap ita ti on — but Eugene finds it a more
47 de Beauvo ir

810.

The

since
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ap pe ali ng vision of femininity.
Emma and her counterpart,
Medusa,

In the mon strous

the bodiless Thelma,

si deshow

Welty evokes

first as the demon with the p ar aly zi ng gaze of the

angry vi c t i m

("The sight of a person to whom other pe ople

have been cruel can be the most formidable of a l l , " Eugene
reflects

[405]),

then as the severed head,

made powerless

by its separation from the b o d y . 48 To Eugene,
who has been vi ct im iz ed is dreadful,

while the woman

without a body is "golden-haired and young,
invitingly"

the Fat Lady

and had smiled

(405) . One difference betwee n the two women is

that the si deshow Emma is real while the bo diless Thelma is
an illusion,

and therefore

just as much a product of the

ima gin ati on as Athene,

the virgin goddess who emerges

her father's forehead.

Eugene is far more comfortable with

the

illusory woman,

who has no body,

whose body and appetites

from

than the real one,

seem to define her.

Eugene's anxiety over women's bodies and desires,
by ex te n si on over his own physical appetites,

and

is

i nt ens ifi ed by his discomfort with conventional
masculinity.

When Eugene tries to formulate statements that

will ring with manly bravado,

Welty uses clumsy slang to

em phasize how ine ffectually they express Eugene's
48 "In k i l l i n g the Medusa

[one of the three Go rgon s i s t e r s ] , Perseus

separates the female as triple goddess
aspects,

feelings:

from her past and future

from the Gorgon of life and the Gorgon of birth,

her to d eath in a single image"

(Mark 25).

co nde mn in g
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It was then that E u g e n e . . .felt sure in some
absolute way that no familiar person could do h im any
g o o d . .. .Friends:

no help there.

In panic — and,
seek a stranger.
wi fev over the

Hi.

p u s s

it struck him,
mate.

in ex ult ati on —

Just- lammed the little

.— H o o r a y !— T h a t 1s what

not a ba d idea once ever so often.

Take

I did. — Sure,

it e a s y . They

wou ld be p e rc he d up at a bar having a beer together.
(400, Welty's emphasis)
Eugene senses that such a scenario is far out of character
for him and dismisses his ul tramasculine
companion with the thought
h i m " (400,

imaginary

"something should be done about

Welty's e m p h a s i s ) . Still,

his a nxi ety over

femininity and m a s c ul in it y and over his status as a
creature of flesh and bloo d who longs for t ra ns ce nde nce
leaves hi m in an uncom for tab le
the perfect

"stranger"

limbo in wh ich he encounters

in the person of the mys ter iou s

Spanish g u i t a r i s t .
Welty gives the S pan ia rd qualities that Eugene
associates with m a s c u l i n i t y , .including his height and
strength,
long hair,

and femininity,

such as his ph ysical bulk,

and his re d- pai nt ed nails

(402-403).

Co mb ining

ma sc uli ne and feminine traits and artistic genius,
app ar ent ly pe rf ect ly co mfortable in the wo rl d

his

and

("This

S pa nia rd everywh er e seemed to be too much at h o m e , " Eugene
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feels

[405]),

the Spaniard seems a denizen of the ter rit or y

of.the bise xua l

imagination desc rib ed by C i x o u s :

the other bise xu ali ty on which every subject not
e nc los ed in the false theater of pha llo ce nt ri c
re p re se nt at io na li sm has founded his/her erotic
universe.

Bisexuality:

that

is,

each o n e ’s location in

s e l f . ..of the p r e s e n c e . . .of bot h sexes,

nonexc lus io n

either of the difference or of one sex,

and,

from this

" s e l f - p e r m i s s i o n , " mu lti pl i c at io n of the effects of
the

insciption of d e s i r e . 49

The Spani sh musi cia n is the perfect guide to initiate
Eugene into the realm of the

"i n -b et we en ," 50 where he can

be re co nc il ed with ma scu li ni ty and femininity and enjoy the
erotic re cip ro ci t y with his wife for which he l o n g s . The
artist's co mfortable and powerful

integration of

m a s c u l i n i t y and femininity points out the path to Eugene
for re solving his internal conflict.
Welt y shows the Spani ard mak in g Eugene a sort of gift
of feminine

sexuality in the form of a lily,

de s cr ip ti on links to female genitals:

which her

"the S p a n i a r d ... was

p e er in g at some bl otc he d while lilies that grew in the
coarse grass there.

He to uch ed the tips of his fingers

d e l ib er at el y under the soft pale petals and exami ned their
hairy h e a r t s ... .He put up his
4 9 Cixous 2 8 8.
cixous 287.

little flower,

and regarded
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it"

(420).

Fr om a voracious mouth,

w o m e n ’s sex is

tr a n s f o r m e d by the Spaniard into the ma riposa lily.
P r e s e nt ed with such a harmless,
femininity,

tender symbol of

Eugene is wracke d with guilt,

striking his wife but

not only for

for characte riz ing her as monstrous.

His failure to attribute his slapping Emma to any act of
hers has forced him to suspect what de Beauvoir points out:
"In those combats where
one another,
struggles,

[the s e x e s ] . . .think they confront

it is really against the self that each one

pr oj ec ti ng

into the partn er that part of the

self whi ch is re p u d i a t e d . " 51 Eugene
sc a pe go at ed Emma,
himself,

and all women,

senses that he has

in his conflict with

and he cannot accept the pr o f f e r e d lily until he

has made a confession or undergone a pur gi ng trial.
expi at ion comes
p o we rl es sn es s

in the form of his

in the body,

His

strange fantasy of

an experience akin to rape in

whic h Eugene recognizes that he too is defin ed to a degree
by his flesh.
Welt y leads up to Eugene's acceptan ce of the
limitations of his own flesh by stages.
offers hi m the lily,
into words but fails,

Eugene attempts to put his
due to his

b e i ng able to express himself
down,

When the Sp aniard

"lifelong trouble" of not

(421) . When words

he reacts phy sic all y to the Spaniard,

51 de B ea uv o i r 810.

feelings

let Eugene

half embracing,
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half wr est li ng with hi m on the cliffs of Land's End
He is no ma tch for the strength of the bi g artist,
and while he is t rap ped in the man's hold,
his strange,

(421).
however,

he ex periences

rape-like fantasy/sensation.

Welty describes E u g e n e ’s fantasy as a pe cu li ar waking
d r e a m that comes to hi m "always before when very tired,
always when lying in be d at night,
him"

and

with Emma asleep beside

(422) . The feeling that Eugene recalls and

reexperi en ces

in the Spaniard's arms is perhaps

the

strangest evocation of physical violation that Wel ty offers
in The Golden A p p l e s :
It was as if he were trying to swallow a cherry
but

found he was only the size of the stem of the

cherry.

His mouth re ceived and was e xpl ore d by some

immensity.
waited.

It became more and more

immense while he

All knowledge of the rest of his body and the

feeling in it would leave him;

he would not

find it

po ssible to describe his position in the bed,
his

legs were or his hands;

it felt enormity.

his mouth alone felt and

Only the finest,

his own body seemed to exist,
mouth.

where

frailest th re a d of

in order to provi de the

He seemed to have the world on his tongue.

it had no taste — only size.
In this quotation,
b e tw ee n mouths,

Eugene's

And

(422)

an xiety-ridden as so ci ati on

phys ica l desire,

and femininity,

compoun ded
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by his inability to express himself and his distrust of his
own desires,

coalesces

invaded stopped up.
speak.

in the sensation of his mouth being

He can take nothi ng in,

and he cannot

The part of his body that he has u nc on sc iou sl y sexed

as fenmale becomes both the most
and the most helpless,
Meanwhile,

important part of his body

subject to ov e rw hel mi ng violation.

the rest of his bod y becomes the

"finest,

frailest t h r e a d , " a phrase that evokes phallic weakness
rather than strength.

The m et aph or ic rape Eugene endures

reduces h i m to helpless

flesh a tta ch ed to a consciousness

that can do nothing to tran sc end the experience of his
flesh — like the rape victim Laura Tanner describes,

whose

body is forcibly inscribed with the will of the rapist
despite her awareness of her p ro tes tin g self.

The

experience has the effect of forcing Eugene to recognize
what de Be au voi r concludes,

that

"In both sexes

out the same drama of the flesh and the spirit,
and transcendence;
wait

is pla yed
of finitude

both are gnawed away by time and laid in

for by d e a t h . " 52
The sensation o f 'the ov erw h el me d mouth is cathartic

for Eugene.

It makes clear to him that his ph ys ic al it y is

part of his humanity,

that it does not imply a disgust ing

femininity or compromise him as a man.
has passed,

Once the

sensation

he can recognize his desire for his wife and

52 de Be a u v o i r 810.
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his hope that she desires hi m not as an outbr eak of unruly
ap petite but as an expr ess io n of love:
This time the v i s i o n . . .was Emma MacLain tu rn in g around
and coming part way to meet him on the stairs.

Still

like a rumble,

that

her light and young-like tread,

could cause his whole body to be shaken with
tenderness and mystery,
both arms

in the wide,

crossed the floor.

She lifted

aroused sleeves and brought

the m together around him.

He had to sink upon the

frail hall chair intended for the coats and' hats.

And

she was sinking upon him and on his mouth pu tt i ng
kisses

like blows,

full vigor,

returning him awesome

favors

in

with not the ghost of the salt of tears.

(423)
He imagines himself as passive
reversal of tr aditional

in E m m a ’s embrace — a

sexual roles — but

the moment and finding pleasure
his ov er wh el m him.

not

something that

d i sh on ora ble weakness

in a man

father)

in a woman

and grotesque

Emma and the Fat Lady)
far back,

is a

(as he pe rce iv ed

it in his

(as he p e r c e i v e d it in

far within now,

shake like the little hard fist of the first
(423) .

legitimate

but the source of new life,

far inside,

in

in letting her desire and

He recognizes desire as the

pr o pe rt y of both sexes,

"pulse,

fully present

a

[that]
spring

could
leaf"
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Eugene cannot hold onto this reve la tor y moment,
however.

He must

return to the real Emma,

not the one he

has da zz l in gl y imagined.

When he arrives at home,

in the kitch en with Mrs.

Herring,

slap that

Emma is

getting ready to eat.

seemed to be such a wa te rs he d to Eugene has

simply been ab so rbe d by her flesh,
"kissing the cheek of the dead"

as if he had been

(396),

as Eugene

felt

earlier.

Eugene begins at once to see her flesh and her

interest

in the mechanics of feeding it as signs of

mindl es s

immanence.

her about his day
Spaniard.

The

He feels

(426)

it wo uld be pointless to tell

and only says that he saw the

Then he watches her consume and process this

informa tio n as she eats:
"Bartolome M o n t a l b a n o , " Emma said and p o pp ed a
grape onto her exten de d tongue.
feeling he suffers

She added,

"I have the

from i n d i g e s t i o n , " and dr umm ed her

breast while she s w a l l o w e d . ...
Eugene tilted back in his chair,
pop the grapes

in.

and wa tc he d Emma

(42 6)

E m m a ’s only concerns are the Spaniard's di gestive system
and her own,

and Eugene once again begins to regard her

with d i s g u s t . We lty echoes the image of the ov erw h el mi ng
cherry in Eugene's mout h in the image of Emma poppi ng grape
after grape into her mouth.

Eugene

looks on in fascination,

becau se the ease with which Emma eats the grapes

is in
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dramatic contrast to his inability to swallow the ph an to m
cherry.

He regards her eat ing.mouth pen si v el y at the close

of the story,

and is clearly in danger of b eg in ni ng to

regard her appetites as monstrous and un br i dl ed over again,
and thus in danger of be com in g ali enated from his own body
again as w e l l .
Eugene may begin to feel a contemptuous hor ror for
women again,

but Welty,

by confining Emma to her kitchen,

suggests a di sparity in op portunity that Eugene
take

into account.

Simone de Beauvoir writes,

fails to

"Many of the

faults for which women are r e p r o a c h e d ... simply express the
fact that their horizon is c lo se d. "53 She goes on to point
out that

"if woman is earthy,

ut i lit ari an

commonplace,

[as Emma appears to Eugene],

bas ely

it is becaus e she

is co mpe ll ed to devote her existance to cooking and
w a s h i n g .... It is her duty to assure the mon oto no us
repetition of life in all its mindless

f a c t u a l i t y .1,54

Eu gene fails to recognize that he has achie ved his new
un d er st an di ng about the scope of his flesh and his desires
by e xe rc isi ng a ma sculine pri vilege of wa nd er in g in the
world,

e nc ou nt eri ng and learning from such people as the

Spaniard;

Emma,

in her feminine role,

kitchen and has learned nothing.

has not left the

By evoking this disp ari ty

of opp or t un i ty to exercise the imagination and learn about
53 de Beauvo ir

670.

5 ^ de Beauvo ir

672.
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the self an d the other,

Welty unders cor es the way in which

conven ti ona l gender roles cheat both sexes — Eugene
do om ed to be alone in his revelation;

Emma,

is

to experience

no revelat io n at all.
The image of rape has been pur e ly met ap ho ri c in "Music
from S p a i n , " but

it has allowed Eugene to un de rst an d his

connect io n to aspects of human experience that have been
labelled feminine,

namely the experie nce of immanence —

existi ng in the world as a body and an animal,
the vic is sit ude s of time,

the incursion of others,

instinctive hunger and desire.
b e in g reduce d to a mouth,

subject to
and

Through his sensation of

Eugene learns to accept this so-

called "feminine" aspect of experience as part of all human
experience,

and to look upon women,

especially,

without contempt

u n d e r s ta nd in g is short-lived,
reader,
this

and his wife

or blame.
Welty's

Al th o ug h his new
image enlight ens the

who does not have to share E u g e n e ’s failure.

image of the body intimately invaded,

In

Welty has

p r ov i d e d a p er sp ect ive on h u m a n s 1' common experience of
bei ng caught

in the body and shown that this experien ce can

lead to the tra nsc en den t emotions of compassion and mutual
desire.
In the final story of The Golden A p p l e s . "The
W a n d e r e r s , " Wel ty focuses again on a metapho ric
repres en tat io n of rape rather than on the occurrence of
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rape in the plot.

She returns to the classical tales of

rape and evokes the image of. Perseus and Medusa as part of
the musings of Virgie Rainey as she prepares to leave
Morg a na after the death of her mother.

Virgie's med ita tio n

is ti e d up in her un de rs ta nd in g of Miss E c k h a r t . S itt in g on
a stile in the rain,
herself"

(459),

sensation

feels that

"she was all to

but that half despairing,

half tr iumphant

is followed by Welty's questions:

Co uld she ever be,
(459).

Virgie

would she be,

"Was she that?

where she was going?"

The answer is no since Virgie carries with her

lessons

learned from Miss Eckhart about the woman artist

who insists on speaking,

defying the death of forced

silence to which pat ria rc hal

society would condemn her.

One expression of the courage Miss Eckhart tried to
pass along to her students comes to Virgie in the me mor y of
a "certain threatening" picture
wall,

(459)

on Miss Eckhart's

of Perseus hefting Medusa's head.

Eckhart explains this
chaos as
dragon

Miss

image of culture's dominance over

"second-best" to the image of S ie gfr ie d and the

(459):

there the heroic figure overcomes a monster,

but the monster is not overtly,
female.

Significantly,

unignor ab ly sexed as

The automatic asso ci ati on of femaleness with

w h at ev er forces must be reduced for the hero to emerge
tri ump han t
dragon;

is absent

from the em bl em of Siegf rie d and the

the subjugation of the female is not integral to
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the i m a g e .
However,
best

the image of Perseus and Medusa

is not second

if Miss E c k h a r t 's hope is to pass her rebellion on to

her female pupils

in Morgana.

Sieg rie d and the dragon,
M o r g a n a ’s culture.
of the town,

It shows,

be tte r than

the risk the girls take by defying

Because of the pa t ria rch al un derpinnings

and the attendent belief that

female sexuality

must be co n tr ol le d if the society is to prosper,

the woman

who would express her passion and experie nce truth ful ly
must

sooner or later face the threat that Perseus poses to

Medusa:

she runs the risk of being v il li fi ed and silenced,

perhaps

for good.

Such a woman must

hi st or y — that Me dusa was raped,
and killed by Perseus — not
ki lled by a hero.

of Zeus,

Athene,

Medusa,

learn that the source

pe rs on i f i e d in the virgin daughter

Significantly,

in Miss E c k h a r t 1s picture.

patriarch,

just that Medusa was a monster

is a fantasy of femininity fostered by

pa tr ia rc ha l culture.

the perfect,

full

then pu ni s h e d by Athene,

Such a woman must

of Med u sa 's monstrosity,

learn Medusa's

Athene does not appear

For without the idea of Athene —

pure woman who is entirely complicit with the

who owes her existance and integrity to him —

the real,

mortal woman and victim of rape,

cannot

be vilified.
Virgie

remembers the picture of Perseus and Medusa as

she pr epares hersel f p s yc ho lo gi ca ll y to leave Morgana,

and
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she finds she can un der st an d and grant weight to both
figures.

Rather than seeing simply the hero d ef ea ti ng the

monster,

she sees the image

well,

from a female p er spe ct ive as

one that does not accept Medusa's mo ns tr o s i t y as a

given.

She understands the connection between the woman who

has been silenced and the man who has cut her off from the
exper ie nce of her body.

The confrontation betwe en Perseus

and Med usa illustrates the courage and defiance of b ot h and
thus exalts them.
beheading:

Yet both are bereft by the act of

the woman is literally cut off from her bod y and

its desires;

the man,

by striking down the real woman at

the behest of the imaginary virgin goddess,
him sel f to being alone

in the world.

condemns

As Virgie sees

"Cutting off the Medusa's head was the heroic act,
that made visible a horror in life,
hor ror in love,
This

separateness

Eckhart;

that was at once the

in love has dem ons tr ate d itself
in the characters'

attempts to reach one another:
freedom;

perhaps,

Virgie thought — the s e p a r a t e n e s s ” (460).

th ro ugh out The Golden Apples

King's

it,

Cassie's

failed

Katie's efforts to share in

ineffectual compassion for Miss

Mattie Will's un sa ti sfi ed curiosity about King;

Nina's horror of connect ing with Easter;

Ran's

failure to

reconcile with Jinny and Eugene's to reconcile with Emma.
All of these characters

feel the pain of separateness,

b ec aus e they recoil from Me dusa — the woman,

but,

the victim,
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the outcast — fearing that they may be more deeply
co nn ect ed with her than they would wish,
the rift because they cannot

that

they cannot heal

see the other w h o l e .

Virgie transcends

separateness

"she must believe

in the Medusa equal ly with Perseus"

(460).

for herself by finding

This even valuation of masculine and feminine,

victor and victim,
her imagination;

in the equation frees Virgie to expand

rather than remaining t rap pe d in a

submissive or defensive posture as a woman who cannot
p o s it iv el y say that her perspective

is valid,

claim to her own voice and her own desires.
Woolf claims,
referring,

of,

wheth er defer ent ia lly or defiantly,
Virgie avoids that

in Medusa as well as,

Perseus.

then,

who

as Vi rginia

Again,

she has

to male

stumbling block by

not

in spite of or instead

learned to balance the

archetypal opponents through the example
Eckhart,

If,

lays

the woman artist hobbles herself by

opinion of her,
be l ie vi ng

Virgie

set by Miss

"had absorbed the hero and the v i ct im and

stoutly,

could' sit down to the piano with all

Beeth ov en ahead of her"

(460) . The world of creativity

opens to the woman who transcends the need to explain or
excuse herself and allows hersel f to be,
"desirous and capable of others,
be,

of the other woman she isn't,

55 Cixous 2 9 4.

as Cixous puts

it,

of the woman that she will
of him,

of y o u . " 55
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Throughout The Golden A p p l e s , Welty dem ons tr ate s the
e ff ica cy and power of such an inclusive vision,
the hero and the monster are absorbed,

in which

and perhaps

co n fl at ed and teased apart again and contin ual ly redefined,
by p r e s e n t i n g it in light of the scenario that most
challenges

it: that of rape.

The woman artist can encompass

even rape — in which the individual voice of a woman is
forcibly de pr ive d of significance,

in which a w o r l d v i e w

that grants validity to one phallic referent only dominates
— an d make

it one threa d in her tapestry.

not be chal le nge d or suppressed:

The phallu s need

that would be tra y an undue

concern on the part of the woman artist,

an anxious sense

that the phallus must be tr eat ed differently,
powerful,

than other symbols.

given its proper status,
referent,

Instead,

as more

it can simply be

not as the principal

sig nifier and

but as part of an endless array of signifiers,

each one filled with resonance and potential.
In The Golden A p p l e s . Welty herself achieves
ba lan ce among symbols,

including the phallus,

such a

and she

concludes the collection with a depiction of one of her
characters
images that

achieving it as well.

Virgie draws to ge th e r

spring from nature and art but do not point

back to difference
the imagination.

in sex as the source of their hold on

In other words,

the images We lt y supplies

t hr ou gh Virgie at the close of The Golden Apples —

"They
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he ar d t hro ug h the falling rain the running of the horse and
bear,

the stroke

slither,

of the leopard, the dragon's crusty

and the

glimmer and the trumpet of the swan" (461)

— fall outside of the Lacanian model
is the central referent.
or opposition.

reflects

po ssi bi li ti es

images of exclusion

The p r is m of sexual difference has been,

least for the moment,
w o rl d that

They are not

in which the phallus

sidestepped,

at

and a way of seeing the

its richness and its endless

emerges.

What Welty's treatment of rape throughout The Golden
Apples

shows the reader,

pe r mu ta ti on s — violent,

finally,
humorous,

through all of its
tragic,

erotic,

embl ema tic — is that the woman artist cannot be silenced.
She has taken traditi on al stories of rape and expos ed the
assumpt ion s be h in d them,

not angrily or mockingly,

but with

a clear und er st an di ng of the influence they have exerted
over the human imagination.
stories,

tu rn ing

ecstasies of the
exclusively)

Then

she has tr an sf orm ed the

them into tales of the pitfalls and
imagination,

women's

especial ly

imagination.

(although not

In Welty's hands,

rape,

the situation that seems most do min at ed by one discourse,
one eff ective speaker,
reveals

and one phallic reference point,

its own possi bil iti es

and imaginatively,

for continuing art ist ic a ll y

for the vi c ti m to preserve and exercise

her voice and her integrity of self.
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